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FOREWARD

We, of the early decades at Pajarito Site, Los Alamos, were near a number of accidental
bursts of radiation in the course of critical experiments. In the first of these, the person at the
controls exclaimed “a disaster!” With a quarter-mile separation protecting operators, each of
these “disasters” proved to be without consequence. Nevertheless, errors that led to them should
have been avoided, and accounts of these accidents were disseminated to discourage recurrence.

A serious process criticality accident at Los Alamos was another matter, because protection
of operators was supposed to have been provided by criticality safety practices instead of built-in
features such as shielding or distance. In this case, publication brought out obscure causes that
demanded consideration in the discipline of criticality safety.

The value of publication of both types of accident led William R. Stratton of the Pajarito
Group to bring together all available descriptions in his A Review of Criticality Accidents, the
linchpin of this account.

Hugh C. Paxton
Los Alamos, NM
August 1999
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PREFACE

This document is the second revision of A Review of Criticality Accidents. The first was
issued as report LA-3611 in 1967 and authored by William R. Stratton.1 At that time, he was a
staff member in the Critical Experiments Group at Los Alamos and a member of the Atomic
Energy Commission’s Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards. The first revision was pub-
lished with the same title in 1989 as document NCT-04.2  This revision was carried out by
David R. Smith, a colleague of Stratton’s in the Critical Experiments Group during the 60’s and
70’s and the Laboratory’s Criticality Safety Officer. In 1980, the criticality safety function was
removed from the Critical Experiments Group and made a separate entity in the Laboratory’s
Health and Safety organization with Smith as the first group leader.

With the advent of cooperative research and information exchanges between scientists in the
Russian Federation (Russia, R.F.) of the Former Soviet Union and Los Alamos National Labora-
tory in the early 1990s, discussions began to investigate possible joint work in the field of nuclear
criticality safety (to be referred to hereafter as simply “criticality safety”). By 1994, interactions
were ongoing between Los Alamos and four Russian sites with criticality safety interests: the
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering (IPPE) in Obninsk; the All Russian Scientific Re-
search Institute of Experimental Physics (VNIIEF) in Sarov (formerly Arzamas-16); the All
Russian Scientific Research Institute of Technical Physics (VNIITF) in Snezhinsk (formerly
Chelyabinsk-70); and the Kurchatov Institute (KI) in Moscow.

Criticality safety staff at IPPE have regulatory oversight responsibility for the four major
fissile material production and handling sites where process facility criticality accidents have
occurred. These are the Mayak Production Association (Mayak), the Siberian Chemical Combine
(Tomsk-7) in Seversk, the Electrostal Machine Building Plant in Electrostal, and the Novosibirsk
Chemical Concentrates Plant in Novosibirsk. Thus, criticality safety staff from these four sites
were directly involved in the 13 Russian process accidents described herein. The other three
institutes, Arzamas-16, Chelyabinsk-70, and the Kurchatov Institute have critical experiment and
reactor development capabilities; accidents in this category have occurred at these sites.

This report, planned to be published in both English and Russian language versions, is the
fruit of cooperative efforts of criticality safety specialists in both countries. It not only includes
all of the Russian criticality accidents, but also revises the US and UK process facility accidents
reported in the second edition. The revisions to the US and UK process accident descriptions are
mainly expansions of the text to include information that was previously only in reference docu-
ments. In a few instances, technical corrections were necessary. The expanded descriptions are
provided for the benefit of the broader audience that this document has been attracting over the
years.

Finally, as this report was almost to be printed in September 1999, a criticality accident
occurred at the JCO fuel processing facility in Japan. Printing was delayed until this most recent
accident could be fully understood and documented herein.  It is the goal of the authors that with
this expanded report, the causes of criticality accidents and their consequences will be better
understood and the safety and efficiency of operations with significant quantities of fissile mate-
rials will be enhanced.
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ABSTRACT

Criticality accidents and the characteristics of prompt power excursions are discussed. Sixty
accidental power excursions are reviewed. Sufficient detail is provided to enable the reader to
understand the physical situation, the chemistry and material flow, and when available the admin-
istrative setting leading up to the time of the accident. Information on the power history, energy
release, consequences, and causes are also included when available. For those accidents that
occurred in process plants, two new sections have been included in this revision. The first is an
analysis and summary of the physical and neutronic features of the chain reacting systems. The
second is a compilation of observations and lessons learned. Excursions associated with large
power reactors are not included in this report.

INTRODUCTION

This revision of A Review of Criticality Accidents1,2

represents a significant expansion of the prior edition
with the inclusion of one Japanese and 19 Russian
accidents. In the first two parts of this report, 60
criticality accidents are described. These are divided
into two categories, those that occurred in process
facilities (22), and thus were unexpected, and those that
occurred during critical experiments or operations with
research reactors (38).

These two categories are based on the following
considerations. Process facilities carrying out operations
with fissile material avoid criticality accidents through
physical and administrative controls. These controls are
intended to prevent critical or near–critical configura-
tions from ever occurring in the facility. Operating
personnel are usually not technical experts in criticality
physics. Under normal working conditions, however,
operating personnel can be close to (arm’s length from)
potentially critical configurations. In contrast, reactor
and critical experiment research facilities purposefully
plan and achieve near–critical and critical configura-
tions. These operating personnel are usually experts in
criticality physics. Although they carry out hands–on
operations with fissile material under restrictions similar
to those found in process facilities, the planned near–
critical and critical configurations are performed under
shielded or remote conditions.

In most cases, the descriptions of the Russian
accidents are somewhat lengthier than those that
occurred in other countries. This is attributable to the
lack of generally available references for the Russian
accidents. In other words, the descriptive information in
this report is all that is effectively available for these
accidents. It has been gleaned from both the original
Russian notes and discussions with those who had
personal knowledge of the accidents. With the exception
of the addition of the six Russian critical experiment
accidents, Part II of this report is basically unchanged
from that of the second edition.

Although this edition is planned to be available in
both English and Russian language versions, decisions
had to be made concerning units and terminology,
particularly in the English language version. We have
attempted to conform to common international usage.
However, units as originally reported are sometimes
retained for historical accuracy. Also, we have chosen
generally understood terminology and avoided terms
that might be facility or industry specific. For example,
the word “vessel” is used to describe most solution
holding containers. Thus “filter vessel” is used instead
of “filter boat,” a common U.S. chemical industry
term.

In Part III, a brief discussion of analytical methods
and quenching mechanisms for power excursions is
reproduced from the first revision. Two appendices are
also new to this revision. Appendix A is a reproduction
of LA-11627-MS, Glossary of Nuclear Criticality
Terms3 (supplemented with one additional definition)
to assist the reader. In Appendix B diagrams of each of
the 22 process vessels in which the accidents took
place are shown along with tabular summaries of the
system parameters (mass, volume, etc.).

The emphasis of this revision has been threefold.
First, it was to include the one Japanese and 19
Russian accidents. Fourteen of these took place in
process facilities and six happened during critical
experiments and research reactor operations. A second
focus of this effort has been to thoroughly review the
eight process facility accidents described in the prior
revision of this document and their supporting
references. This led to some technical corrections and
modest expansions of the process descriptions for the
benefit of the expanded audience that this report has
attracted over the years. Third, two analyses of the 22
process accidents are included. These are (1) physical
and neutronic characteristics with an emphasis on
understanding systematic features and (2) observations
and lessons learned from these accidents.

A REVIEW OF CRITICALITY ACCIDENTS
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The 22 criticality accidents that occurred during
process operations are each described in one to several
pages, accompanied by schematics and photographs
when available. These are the accidents that are
directly relevant to process criticality safety. In all
cases the level of detail is sufficient to understand the
physical conditions. The neutronic, physical, radiologi-
cal, and human consequences of the accidents are
presented. Causes are included for those accidents for
which this information was reported in the original
documentation or was available from those with first
hand knowledge.

As supplements to the descriptions, two new
sections have been added to Part I of this revision. The
first new section presents the results of simplified re–
constructions of the physical and neutronic aspects of
each accident. These re–constructions are compared to
known conditions for criticality. In addition, the energy
releases, both the first spike and the total excursion
yield, are discussed with respect to expected values
based on data from the SILENE, CRAC, and KEWB
experiments.4,5,6 Complementing this section is
Appendix B that contains diagrams of the vessels in
which the 22 accidents occurred and tables showing
the parameters (fissile mass, volume, etc.) of the
simplified re–constructions.

In the second new section, observations and lessons
learned, extracted from a thorough review of all of the
accidents, are presented. This process was necessarily
subjective since in many cases there were obvious

operator actions that were directly related to the
accident, but seldom were the operator’s thoughts
reported. This summary of lessons learned should
prove valuable as a training tool. It may also assist
management by providing insight into major risk
contributors thus helping to reduce risks and to prevent
accidnts.

A chronology of the accidents that occurred in
process facilities is provided in Figure 1. Below are
listed highlights of these 22 process accidents.
• 21 occurred with the fissile material in solutions or

slurries.

• One occurred with metal ingots.

• None occurred with powders.

• 18 occurred in manned, unshielded facilities.

• 9 fatalities resulted.

• 3 survivors had limbs amputated.

• No accidents occurred in transportation.

• No accidents occurred while fissile material was
being stored.

• No equipment was damaged.

• Only one accident resulted in measurable fission
product contamination (slightly above natural lev-
els) beyond the plant boundary.

• Only one accident resulted in measurable exposures
(well below allowable worker annual exposures) to
members of the public.

Figure  1.  Chronology of process criticality accidents.

Russian Federation United States United Kingdom Japan

45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95

I.   PROCESS ACCIDENTS

A. ACCIDENT DESCRIPTIONS

The 22 accident descriptions are presented chrono-
logically in this report without regard to country.
Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5 are provided to orient the reader
as to the accident locations in the Russian Federation,
the United States, the United Kingdom, and Japan,
respectively. The capital cities are also included, as

well as Obninsk in Russia, where no accidents have
occurred but where the Russian coeditors of this report
work at the IPPE. The IPPE houses the regulatory
body that oversees the four production sites (Mayak,
Tomsk-7, Electrostal, and Novosibirsk), where the
process accidents occurred.
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Figure  2.  Map of the Russian Federation showing the sites of the process criticality accidents, the capital, Moscow, and Obinisk, the location of the regulating
authority, IPPE.
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Figure  3.  Map of the United States showing the sites of the process criticality accidents, and the capital, Washington.
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Figure  4.  Map of the United Kingdom showing the site of the process criticality accident and the capital, London.
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Figure  5.  Map of Japan showing the site of the process criticality accident and the capital, Tokyo.
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The accident occurred in a plutonium processing
building. The plutonium had been recovered from
irradiated uranium rods. After separation from the fuel
rods, the plutonium in the form of nitrate solution, was
put through several purification steps. Operations were
performed on 6 hour shifts, 4 shifts per day. The
building was not equipped with a criticality alarm
system.

Following purification, the plutonium nitrate
solution was routed through a staging area before
being sent on for further processing. Operations
performed within the staging area included mixing,
dilution, volume measurement, sampling for plutonium
concentration and purity, and interim storage. Pluto-
nium solution that failed purity requirements was
returned for further purification. The staging area
consisted of a concrete cell and adjacent space located
in the corridor outside of the cell. Figure 6 shows the
layout of the concrete cell and corridor.

The staging area contained 15 identical short right
circular cylindrical stainless steel vessels, each with a
unique identification number. The vessels were
400 mm in diameter and 320 mm high with the
cylindrical axis oriented vertically. The staging area
was not equipped with radiation monitoring instru-
ments. Criticality control was implemented by a
500 gram plutonium mass limit per vessel. Criticality

safety support consisted of part time effort by a staff
physicist. Operators were not trained in criticality
safety.

The 15 vessels were separated into 2 linear arrays.
The first array containing 7 evenly spaced vessels was
located near the back wall of the concrete cell. This
array was installed in May 1952 and was supplied with
solutions through permanently installed transfer lines.
The concrete cell was 3 m wide, 2 m deep, and 2.5 m
high. Top surfaces of the vessels were less than 1 m
above the cell floor. Located in front of the array was a
vertical, 200 mm thick cast–iron plate. In addition, a
125 mm thick cast–iron top plate was located horizon-
tally above the 7 vessels. This plate had cutout holes
above each vessel to allow access for making hose
connections. Cadmium plates were positioned verti-
cally between the 7 vessels. Procedures required that,
for criticality safety purposes, vessels 2, 4, and 6 never
contain solution. This constraint was expected to
reduce neutronic interaction between the vessels.

The second array containing 8 evenly spaced
vessels was located in the corridor outside the concrete
cell. This second array was installed after realization
that the first array had inadequate capacity for the
volume of plutonium solution being processed. Each
vessel in the array was individually shielded by
approximately 175 mm of cast–iron on 4 sides and

1. Mayak Production Association, 15 March 1953

Plutonium nitrate solution in an interim storage vessel; single excursion; one serious exposure, one significant
exposure.

Figure  6.  Layout of vessels and equipment in the staging area.
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Table 3. The Actual Contents of Vessel 18 at the
Time of the Accident.

Vessel
Number

Solution
Volume (  l )

Pu Mass
(g)

Pu Conc.
(g/  l )

1 5.0 224.0 44.8
2 10.0 58.0 5.8
4 16.0 566.0 35.4
Total 31.0 842.0 27.2

with the concrete floor and wall on the remaining 2
sides of the vessel. The criticality accident occurred in
vessel 18.

Staging operations involved solutions being
transferred between vessels in an array and between
arrays. Vacuum transfers between the two arrays were
performed by manually connecting hoses up to 7 m in
length. The vacuum system was located in a room
adjacent to the concrete cell. To prevent plutonium
solution from entering the vacuum system, a vacuum
trap, located in the concrete cell, was used. This
vacuum trap vessel was made of glass to allow for
visual inspection.

Procedures required that written instructions for
each shift be reviewed by operating personnel at the
beginning of the shift. A team of two or three people
performed operations. Procedures also required that
shift personnel review the results of solution sampling
analysis.

On Sunday, 15 March 1953, the written instructions
alerted shift personnel that two transfers of plutonium
solution were scheduled to arrive at the vessels in the
concrete cell. Table 1 shows the contents of the seven
vessels as recorded in the operational log before the
accident. It should be noted that in violation of
procedures, vessels 2 and 4 were in use, and the 500
gram mass limit was being ignored. A plan was
prepared to receive the first transfer of plutonium
solution. The plan specified that the contents of
vessels 2 and 4 were to be transferred to vessel 18,
which was located in the second array. The operational
log showed vessel 18 was empty. Based on the values
in Table 1 and the assumption that vessel 18 was
empty, this transfer would result in vessel 18 having
the solution volume and plutonium mass given in
Table 2.

Two operators performed the transfer of solution
from vessels 2 and 4 to vessel 18. One operator was
positioned next to vessel 18 and the other was in the
cell near vessels 2 and 4. Following completion of the
transfers, the operator next to vessel 18 disconnected
the hose. Immediately after disconnecting the hose, the
operator noticed foaming and violent gas release from
the vessel. With his hands the operator also observed
that the vessel temperature was elevated well above
room temperature. The operator in the cell noticed that
solution had accumulated in the glass vacuum trap. The
operator in the corridor immediately reconnected the
transfer hose to vessel 18. Both operators then decided
to transfer the contents of vessel 18 back to vessel 4.
The loss to the vacuum trap during the excursion
explains why criticality did not re–occur during this
transfer. Water and nitric acid were then added to
vessel 4 to dilute and cool the contents. The operators
then split the contents of vessel 4 by transferring it to
vessels 22 and 12 located in the corridor.

Table 2. The Expected Contents of Vessel 18
after the Planned Transfer.

Vessel
Number

Solution
Volume (  l )

Pu Mass
(g)

Pu Conc.
(g/  l )

18 26.0 624.0 23.8

Neither of the two operators had any training in
criticality safety and neither recognized that a critical-
ity accident had occurred. They did not expect that
there would be any health effects and they elected to
not report their observations. They continued to
perform the work of the shift by receiving 15.5   l  of
solution containing 614 g of plutonium into vessel 5.

Two days following the accident, 17 March 1953,
the operator positioned near vessel 18 at the time of the
accident abruptly became ill and requested medical
assistance. An investigation was started after the
operator reported his illness. The investigation deter-
mined that the operational log at the beginning of the
shift on 15 March 1953 was in error (Table 1). The
contents of vessel 1 at the beginning of the shift was
actually 10   l  of solution containing 448 g of pluto-
nium, and not 15   l  of solution with 672 g of pluto-
nium. That is, vessel 1 contained 5   l  less solution than
was recorded in the operational log. The investigation
also determined that the missing 5   l  had been trans-
ferred into vessel 18 before the beginning of the shift.
Table 3 shows the actual contents of vessel 18 at the

Table 1. Contents of Vessels 1 through 7 as
Recorded in the Operational Log Before the
Accident.

Vessel
Number

Solution
Volume (  l )

Pu Mass
(g)

Pu Conc.
(g/  l )

1 15.0 672.0 44.8
2 10.0 58.0 5.8
3 15.5 567.0 36.6
4 16.0 566.0 35.4
5 0.0 0.0 0.0
6 0.0 0.0 0.0
7 0.0 0.0 0.0
Total 56.5 1863.0
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time of the accident. However, the investigation was
not able to determine who made the transfer or when it
had taken place.

As part of the investigation, both experiments and
calculations were performed to estimate the conditions
for criticality in vessel 18. The results determined that
30   l  of solution containing 825 g of plutonium
(27.5 g/  l) would be required for criticality. These
values agree closely with the best estimate of the
contents of vessel 18 at the time of the accident, 31   l
of solution with 848 ± 45 g of plutonium (27.4 g/  l).
One contributing cause of the accident was the
unrecorded transfer of 5   l  of solution from vessel 1 to
vessel 18.

The accidental excursion resulted in approximately
2 × 1017 fissions. This estimate was based on a
temperature increase of 60°C in 31   l  of solution. The

60°C temperature rise was based on the coarse
observation that the solution following the accident
was at or near the boiling temperature. The accident
caused no physical damage to any equipment. The
operator positioned in the cell received an estimated
dose of 100 rad. The operator near vessel 18 received
an estimated dose of 1,000 rad. He suffered severe
radiation sickness and amputation of both legs. He died
35 years after the accident.

Procedures in place before the accident were
unambiguous in specifying that vessels 2, 4, and 6
were to never contain solution. The presence of
solution in vessels 2 and 4 at the beginning of the shift
prior to the accident illustrates that procedures were
being violated. The entries in Table 1 also shows that
the mass limit of 500 g per vessel was being violated.

This accident occurred in a large industrial building
housing various operations with highly enriched
uranium. Operations were being conducted under the 6
hour shift, 4 shifts per day mode prevalent at Mayak.
Rooms typically contained several gloveboxes sepa-
rated from each other by about two meters and
interconnected by various liquid transfer and vacuum
lines. The accident took place in a filtrate receiving
vessel that was part of batch mode, liquid waste
processing and recovery operations.

A layout of the glovebox and its equipment is
shown in Figure 7. This was a typical one workstation
deep by two workstations wide glovebox. The normal
process flow was as follows: the main feed material,
impure uranyl nitrate, was generated in upstream
U(90) metal purification operations. This, along with
oxalic acid, was introduced into the precipitation
vessel, which was equipped with a stirrer and an
external steam/water heating jacket. A batch would
typically contain a few hundred grams of uranium feed
in about 10   l  of liquid; concentration was usually in
the 30 to 100 g U/  l  range. The stirrer operated
continuously during the process to prevent the accumu-
lation of oxalate precipitate on the vessel bottom.
Precipitation of the uranyl oxalate trihydrate proceeded
according to the following reaction:

2. Mayak Production Association, 21 April 1957

Uranium precipitate, U(90), buildup in a filtrate receiving vessel; excursion history unknown; one fatality, five
other significant exposures.

UO NO H C O 3H O UO C O H O +2HNO3 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 32 2
3( ) + + → • ↓

The oxalate precipitate slurry was then vacuum
transferred to a holding tank from which it was drained
into a filter vessel. The precipitate containing the
uranium was collected on the filter fabric, and the
filtrate was pulled through by vacuum and collected in
a filtrate receiving vessel, where the accident took
place. This vessel was a horizontal cylinder 450 mm in
diameter by 650 mm in length and had a volume of
approximately 100   l . As indicated in the figure, the
filtrate was removed through a dip tube and transferred
to an adjacent glovebox.

A two tier hierarchy of procedures and requirements
was in place at the time. Upper level documents
described operations covering large work areas in
general terms, while criticality guidance was contained
in operating instructions and data sheets posted at each
glovebox. Specifics associated with each batch, such as
the fissile mass, time, temperature, and responsible
operators, were recorded on the data sheets that were
retained for one month. Important entries from the data
sheets were transcribed to the main shift logs that were
retained for one year.

Operational and fissile mass throughput consider-
ations dictated the design and layout of glovebox
equipment. Thus, major pieces of equipment were not
necessarily of favorable geometry. Limitation of the
fissile mass per batch was the primary criticality
control throughout the glovebox. The procedure called
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for the U(90) mass per batch to be less than 800 g. The
fissile mass was determined from the known volume
and concentration of the uranyl nitrate. Historically this
had resulted in relatively accurate fissile mass control.
However, in spite of the fact that the operator followed
the available procedures and did not violate criticality
controls, there were several factors which contributed
to the accumulation of uranium far in excess of that
expected:
• The temperature of the precipitating solution was an

important process variable, but there was no moni-
toring device such as a thermocouple. Temperature
rise was controlled by the heating time, routinely
about 10 minutes; the solution was not brought to
boiling. In addition to temperature, the stoichiom-
etry of the solution was important, but control of
the uranium concentration was rather imprecise.
Therefore the supernatant (the precipitate bearing
liquid) that was fed to the filter vessel could have
had an elevated temperature and/or acidity, result-
ing in a higher uranium concentration than antici-
pated. After the supernatant (now called the filtrate)
entered the filtrate receiving vessel it would cool,
resulting in additional precipitation of uranyl
oxalate trihydrate and its slow accumulation into a
hard, thin crust over much of the lower inside of the
filtrate receiving vessel.

• While not known for sure, it was suspected that
minor defects in the filter fabric might also have
contributed to an increased rate of precipitate accu-
mulation in the filtrate vessel. Procedures called for
the filter fabric to be replaced based on either visual
evidence of defects or unusually high flow rates
through the filter.

Figure  7.  Equipment layout for the oxalate precipitation
and filtration process.
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• Operating instructions required a fissile mass ac-
countability balance between the incoming and
product fissile streams. If the difference was less
than 5%, then the next batch could be introduced
into the glovebox; but if the difference exceeded
5%, then it was required that the vessels be cleaned
out. Operating procedures required that these ves-
sels be cleaned out on a specified schedule; how-
ever, there was apparently no limitation on the
number of batches that could be processed between
cleanings if the 5% threshold was not exceeded.
Also, there was no tracking of the fissile mass as it
accumulated between cleanings.

• There was no on-line instrumentation for measuring
process parameters such as uranium concentration
or accumulation in the receiving vessel.

• There was no operationally convenient way to
visually inspect the inside of the receiving vessel.

• Finally, a likely major contributor to the accident
was a procedural change that had occurred two
months before. In an attempt to minimize personnel
contamination and process downtime associated
with the previous practice of routine physical/me-
chanical cleaning of the vessels, it was decided that
a simple acid flushing of the vessels would be ad-
equate. Two months after the implementation of this
procedural change, the accident occurred.

While not a requirement for criticality control, the
radiation control personnel routinely checked for
uranium buildup with portable gamma–ray instruments
from outside of the glovebox. They had not reported
any increase in the normal background radiation field
before the accident.

The criticality accident occurred during what was
thought to be routine vacuum filtration of a batch of
uranyl oxalate trihydrate precipitate slurry. Looking
though the glovebox window, the operator observed the
filter vessel fabric bulge upward, followed by a violent
release of gas and ejection of some of the precipitate
out of the filter vessel and onto the glovebox floor. The
operator instinctively gathered up the precipitate by
hand and put it back into the filter vessel. Immediately
after (seconds, not minutes), the operator began to feel
ill. The release of gas or vapor continued for about
10 minutes, at which time sufficient solution had been
ejected from the filtrate receiving vessel into the
vacuum trap of an adjacent glovebox to cause the
excursion to stop.

There was no criticality alarm system or other
means for alerting the operator or nearby personnel
that a criticality accident had occurred. Furthermore,
the operators had no criticality safety training. Origi-
nally, the circumstantial evidence of the gas release in
the filter vessel and the sudden sickness of the operator
were puzzling to the operational personnel in the room.
The fact that a criticality accident had occurred was
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determined by a radiation control person called to the
scene. Measurements indicated that an intense gamma
radiation field was emanating from the filtrate receiv-
ing vessel. These measurements were made about 15 to
20 minutes after the accident. The radiation control
person immediately ordered a prompt evacuation of the
area.

About 5.5 hours after the event, the exposure rate
was measured to be 18 R/h at a distance of 1.5 m from
the filtrate receiving vessel. It was estimated that this
exposure rate corresponded to a fission yield of
approximately 1.0 × 1017 fissions. Seventeen hours
after the accident, measurement of the specific activity
of the 24Na in the operator’s blood showed
245 Bq/cm3. Based on analysis done at that time, this
activity was consistent with an absorbed whole body
dose of about 3,000 rad. The operator died twelve days
after the accident.

Five other operators had been in the room at varying
distances from the reacting vessel at the time of the
accident. They received doses estimated to be upwards

of 300 rad. All of them suffered from temporary
radiation sickness but recovered without apparent
long-term health effects.

After dismantling the glovebox and cleaning the
various pieces of equipment, a total of 3.06 kg of 235U
was discovered in the filtrate receiving vessel. This
material was primarily in two forms: a thin, hard crust,
due to long-term buildup, and a flocculent precipitate,
the concentration of which decreased with height in the
vessel. The accident caused no mechanical damage to
this vessel, and the room was not contaminated. The
glovebox was taken apart, cleaned, and reassembled
with essentially the original equipment. The operation
was resumed after just a few days. During the down-
time, a radiation meter was installed on the glovebox,
operating instructions were revised, and enhanced
operator training was implemented.

This accident led to the decision to set up an in–
plant critical experiment measurement capability to
better determine critical parameters for vessels in
routine use. The next criticality accident at Mayak on
2 January 1958 involved this critical experiment set up.

This particular accident was unique in that it
occurred during operations with a vessel used for in–
plant critical experiments. However, since the accident
occurred well after the cessation of an experiment and
during handling operations associated with transferring
the fissile solution into favorable geometry bottles, it
has been categorized as a process criticality accident.

After the 21 April 1957 accident, it was decided to
set up a small-scale experiment capability for measur-
ing the critical parameters of high concentration,
highly enriched uranyl nitrate solution. This was
deemed necessary in light of the widespread use of
unfavorable geometry process vessels, the uncertainties
in the critical parameters, and in recognition of two
prior criticality accidents at the same plant. Previously,
critical vessel dimensions and critical solution concen-
trations, masses, and volumes were estimated based on
calculations, since directly applicable experimental
results were unavailable in Russia at that time. The
experimental capability was set up in the same building
where large volumes of this material were being
processed, giving efficient access to the fissile solution.

The small critical experiment setup, shown in
Figure 8, was located in a separate room in the main
process building. It had only been in operation for two
months at the time of the accident. During measure-
ments, the critical experimenters worked at a control

3. Mayak Production Association, 2 January 1958

Uranyl nitrate solution, U(90), in an experiment vessel; one prompt critical burst; three fatalities one serious
exposure.

panel located a few meters away from the setup and
shielded by a 500 mm thick, water–filled slab tank
located 600 mm from the experiment vessel. There
were no criticality alarms installed in the building.

This was the first day of work after the New Year’s
holiday. While the plant generally ran continuously on
four 6–hour shifts daily, there was only one team of
critical experimenters. They were working on their first
shift of the new year, 13:00 to 19:00. Other plant
operators were involved in preparing the fissile
solution and in assembling the experimental apparatus,
but the critical experiments were performed solely by
this dedicated, knowledgeable team.

The prior series of experiments had focused on
determining critical parameters for smaller vessels and
had been concluded before the end of the year. During
the last working days of December the equipment for
the next experimental series had been assembled. This
was the first experiment conducted with this larger
vessel. It was a cylindrical stainless steel vessel,
750 mm inside diameter, with a wall thickness of 2 to
4 mm, representative of the vessels in common use at
the facility. The fissile solution, of known concentra-
tions and volumes, was added from an overhead,
graduated cylinder 3   l  in capacity.

The experiment vessel was bolted to a stand and sat
atop an 8 mm thick steel support plate approximately
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0.8 m above the concrete floor and at least 1.5 m from
any walls. Thus it was without appreciable reflection,
approximating many in-plant situations. The vessel
capacity was in excess of 400   l , permitting critical
states to be measured over a wide range of conditions. A
central guide tube accommodated a neutron source, and
the leakage neutron flux was monitored with a
BF3 proportional counter located beneath the tank.
Approach–to–critical measurements employed the
standard inverse multiplication technique.

After each experiment was completed, written
procedures called for the solution to be drained through
a line to favorable geometry 6 liter bottles. This process
was to be repeated until the entire experiment vessel had
been drained. After filling some of these 6 liter bottles,
the experimenters judged the remaining solution volume
to be highly subcritical. It was then decided to circum-
vent the routine, tedious draining process and manually
pour the remaining solution of 418 g U(90)/  l  from the
vessel (there are no records of the molarity of the
solution). To accomplish this, the neutron source and its
guide tube were removed and then the vessel was
unbolted from its stand. Then three of the experimenters
manually lifted the vessel and began to move it (in order
to directly pour the contents into containers) when the
excursion occurred.

*While the likelihood of contracting cataracts is significantly increased for hundreds of rad doses, there is not a direct one-to-one
correlation.

Figure  8.  Layout of the experimental equipment.

They immediately noticed a flash (due to
Cherenkov radiation), and simultaneously, fissile
solution was violently ejected, reaching the ceiling
about 5 m above. The three experimenters dropped the
vessel and, along with a fourth experimenter who was
located about 2.5 m away from the excursion, went
immediately to the change room, showered, and were
transported to the hospital. The combination of
additional reflection from the three experimenters and
the change in the geometry of the solution volume was
sufficient to cause the system to exceed prompt critical.
The small neutron background, estimated at only
100 neutrons per second, apparently also contributed to
delayed initiation and thus to increased excursion
energetics.

Based on fission product activity in the solution, the
single–pulse yield was evaluated to be approximately
2 × 1017 fissions. Total neutron and gamma absorbed
doses were estimated at 6,000 ± 2,000 rad for the three
who lifted the tank and 600 rad for the coworker at
2.5 m. The three massively exposed workers died in
five to six days. The fourth experimenter survived but
had acute radiation sickness, followed by continuing
health problems. She developed cataracts* and lost
sight in both eyes some years later. Due to the severe
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consequences of this accident, the experimental
apparatus was disassembled and the critical experiment
program at the plant was terminated.

Some of the factors that contributed to the accident
are listed below.
• Violation of the procedure that stipulated the com-

plete draining of the experiment solution into 6 liter
bottles.

• Unbolting and removing the experiment vessel
when it contained solution. This was not specifi-
cally permitted in the operating procedure.

• The design of the experiment stand that made it
relatively easy to unbolt and remove the experiment
vessel.

• The additional reflection provided by the operators
and by lowering it closer to the floor.

• The lack of knowledge and awareness of the opera-
tors as to the large reactivity changes that can occur
with shape changes of solutions having H/D << 1.

This accident occurred in the C-1 Wing of Building
9212 in a process designed to recover enriched
uranium, U(93) from various solid wastes. The solid
wastes would be dissolved in nitric acid, purified,
concentrated, and then converted to uranium tetrafluo-
ride. A similar system, using newer technology, had
been installed and was operating in the B-1 Wing of
the building. However, because of delays in the startup
of UF4 conversion equipment, the solution it produced
was being transferred to the C-1 Wing for final
conversion.

In the days immediately before the accident, the
entire facility (Building 9212) had been shutdown for a
fissile material inventory. Due to the complexity of the
facility, the inventory required several days, and not all
processes were restarted and stopped at the same time.
By the day of the accident, production had already
resumed in the B-1 Wing but had not in the C-1 Wing.

Figure 9 is a simplified diagram of the C-1 Wing
vessels and equipment involved in the accident. The
inventory required the disassembly and cleaning of the
three, 5 inch (127 mm) diameter vessels* (FSTK 1-2,
FSTK 6-1, FSTK 6-2) used to store uranyl nitrate
solution. Before resumption of operations, it was
necessary to reassemble and to leak test the vessels.
This entire process usually required several, 8–hour
shifts to complete.

At ~01:00 during the shift preceding the accident
(23:00 Sunday, 15 June, to 07:00 Monday, 16 June),
the C-1 Wing supervisor noted that uranyl nitrate
solution was present in a 6 inch (152 mm) diameter
glass standpipe that was part of the pH adjustment
station (Figure 9). He instructed an operator to drain
the standpipe. At 05:00, the supervisor again noted
uranyl nitrate in the standpipe and questioned the
operator as to whether it had been drained earlier. The
operator confirmed that it had been, and upon further

4. Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant, 16 June 19587,8,9,10

Uranyl nitrate solution, U(93), in a water collection drum; multiple excursions; seven significant exposures.

investigation, they determined that solution was
leaking into the standpipe through valve V-2. The
valve was closed, and the standpipe was again drained.

At 07:00, on 16 June, the routine shift change
occurred and the C-1 Wing supervisor was relieved.
Accounts as to whether he informed his replacement of
the uranyl nitrate leakage incidents were conflicting,
but there was no mention of it in the operating log.

At 08:00 an additional C-1 Wing supervisor arrived.
Among other tasks, one of his duties was to oversee
the leak checking of the three vessels. The vessels had
been cleaned and reassembled the previous week.
Furthermore, operations had not resumed in the C-1
Wing. Because of this information, the supervisor
considered it unnecessary to check the vessel level
indicator panel or to be concerned about the open or
closed condition of any of the vessel valves. The
supervisor assigned two operators to leak check the
three vessels (which simply involved filling them with
water), giving them specific instructions to check
valve V-1 because the B-1 Wing had resumed
operations.

Unknown to anyone at the time, uranyl nitrate had
been leaking from the B-1 Wing through valve V-1
from the early hours of the previous shift until about
13:30, when one of the operators checked it (and by
applying pressure completely closed the valve), as
instructed by the supervisor. Before this, the uranyl
nitrate had been collecting in vessel FSTK 1-2,
because valve V-3 had also been open.

Shortly before 14:00, the operators completed the
leak check of vessels FSTK 6-1 and 6-2, and opened
valves V-4, V-5, and V-11 to drain the water from
these vessels into a 55 gallon (208   l) drum. One of the
operators remained near the drum (as was the general
practice during leak checking) specifically to monitor
the situation for any unusual conditions. Because

*The spacing and dimensions of the pipes were such that they could not be made critical for the intended solutions.
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valve V-3 was already open, and the flow pattern from
the three vessels was such that any liquid in vessel
FSTK 1-2 would flow into the drum first, the uranyl
nitrate solution preceded the water. At approxi-
mately 14:05, the operator looked into the drum and
noticed yellow-brown fumes rising from the liquid. He
stepped away from the drum and within a few seconds
saw a blue flash indicating that an excursion had
occurred. Almost immediately thereafter, the criticality
alarm sounded, and the building was evacuated. Further
flow of water increased the uncompensated reactivity
for about 11 minutes, then decreased it. The solution
became subcritical after about 20 minutes.

Later studies determined that a full 15 minutes
elapsed between the time valve V-11 was opened and
the system reached the critical point. It is unknown why
the operator stationed near the drum (6 years of experi-
ence with uranium processing) did not notice the yellow
colored uranyl nitrate pouring into the drum.

At the time the system became critical, the solution
volume is thought to have been ~56   l  in a cylinder that
was 234.5 mm high and 552 mm in diameter. The
235U mass at the time was 2.1 kg, with 0.4 kg being
added later, while water was further diluting the system.
During the excursion a radiation detection instrument
(boron lined ionization chamber, amplifier, and re-
corder) operating ~430 m from the accident location
was driven off the scale by the radiation intensity. The
trace from this detector also shows that about 15
seconds after the initial excursion it was again driven off
scale. During the next 2.6 minutes, the trace oscillated
an indeterminate number of times. It is possible that the
oscillations were decreasing in amplitude, although it
cannot be confirmed by examining the trace. This was
followed for 18 minutes by a slowly decreasing ramp,
about five times above background.

The excursion history can be reconstructed only
qualitatively. The most likely source of initiation was

Figure  9.  Simplified diagram of the C-1 wing
vessels and interconnecting piping involved in the
accident.
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neutrons from (α,n) with the oxygen in the water. Thus,
it is possible that the system reactivity slightly exceeded
prompt criticality before the first excursion. The reactiv-
ity insertion rate was estimated to be about 17 ¢/s at the
time. The size of the first spike must have been deter-
mined by the reactivity attained when the chain reaction
started. Although there is no way to be certain, a reason-
able estimate is that the first spike contributed about
6 × 1016 fissions of the total yield of 1.3 × 1018 fissions.
The second excursion, or spike (which also drove the
recording pen off the scale), occurred in 15 seconds, a
quite reasonable time for existing radiolytic gas bubbles
to have left the system. The excursions for the next
2.6 minutes appear to have been no greater than about
1.7 times the average power.

The trace suggests that most of the fissions occurred
in the first 2.8 minutes, in which case the average power
required to account for the observed yield is about
220 kW. After this, the system probably started to boil,
causing a sharp decrease in density and reactivity and
reducing the power to a low value for the final
18 minutes.

Figure 10 is a photograph taken of the 55 gallon drum
shortly after the accident. There was no damage or
contamination. Eight people received significant radia-
tion doses (461, 428, 413, 341, 298, 86.5, 86.5, and
28.8 rem). At least one person owes his life to the fact
that prompt and orderly evacuation plans were followed.
One person survived 14.5 years, one 17.5 years, the
status of one is unknown, and five were alive 29 years
after the accident.

Shortly after the accident, a critical experiment was
performed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) that simulated the accident conditions. This was
done to provide information about probable radiation
exposures received by the people involved in the
accident.

The plant was returned to operation within three days.
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Figure 10.  Drum in which the 1958 Y-12 process criticality accident occurred.
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The operations performed at the facility where the
accident occurred were those chemical steps used to
purify and concentrate plutonium from slag, crucible,
and other lean residues that resulted from recovery
processes. Typical and expected solutions contained
less than 0.1 g Pu/  l  and traces of americium. An
annual physical inventory was in progress at the time
of the accident; thus, the normal flow of process
streams into the area was interrupted so that residual
materials in all process vessels could be evaluated for
plutonium content. This accident occurred at 16:35
near the end of the last workday before the New Year’s
holiday.

A reconstruction of significant events indicates that
unexpected plutonium rich solids, which should have
been handled separately, were washed from two
vessels into a single large vessel that contained dilute
aqueous and organic solutions. After most of the
aqueous solution had been removed from this vessel,
the remaining approximately 200   l  of material,
including nitric acid wash, was transferred to the
1,000   l , 1000 mm diameter, stainless steel tank in
which the accident occurred. The tank contained about
295   l  of a caustic stabilized aqueous organic emul-
sion, and the added acid is believed to have separated
the liquid phases.

The aqueous layer (330   l) is estimated to have
contained 60 g of plutonium; the organic layer (160   l)
contained 3.1 kg of plutonium (Figure 11). A photo-
graph of the tank is shown in Figure 12. Analyses
indicate that this 203 mm thick layer was perhaps 5 $
below delayed criticality and that the critical thickness
was 210 mm. When the stirrer was started, the initial
action forced solution up the tank wall, displacing the
outer portion of the upper layer and thickening the
central region. The motion changed the system
reactivity from about 5 $ subcritical to superprompt
critical, and an excursion occurred. None of the
γ-sensitive recording meters within range of the
accident showed a definitive trace; they did suggest,
however, that there was a single spike. The excursion
yield was 1.5 × 1017 fissions.

Based on post excursion experiments in a similar
geometry vessel, there was no apparent delay between
start and full speed of the stirrer, 60 revolutions per
minute. After 1 second (1 revolution), there was visible
movement or disturbance on the surface, and in 2 or 3
seconds the system was in violent agitation. From
these observations it can be concluded that the system
could have been made critical in about 1 second; while
bubble generation must have been the dominant
feedback mechanism for terminating the first spike, the
system was permanently driven subcritical by the

mixing of the layers. The average plutonium content in
the fully mixed solution was 6.8 g/  l , a value less than
the limiting critical concentration for an infinite
homogeneous metal-water system.

From these time intervals and the estimate that
initially the system was 5 $ subcritical, the reactivity
insertion rate would have been about 5 $/s. Using
coefficients appropriate for the solution, this insertion
rate leads to a spike yield of 2.2 × 1017 fissions with
the spike completed in 1.65 seconds, that is, 0.45
seconds after prompt criticality was reached. To obtain
the observed yield (1.5 × 1017 fissions) in a single
spike, the reactivity insertion rate would have to be
reduced to about 2 $/s. Because this is inconsistent
with the time involved (about 3 seconds before
complete mixing), the only alternative is to assume that
the rate was somewhat less than 5 $/s and that the
excursion was terminated in about 3 seconds by the
stirring action. One can surmise that the initial action
was thickening of the upper layer at the same time
reflection was added by the aqueous liquid. This was
followed almost immediately by distortion into a less
critical, vortex-like shape by the action of the stirring
blades and then permanent shutdown due to a uniform
concentration of less than 7 g/  l .

5. Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, 30 December 195811,12

Plutonium organic solution in an organic treatment tank; single excursion; one fatality, two significant exposures.

Figure 11.  Configuration of solutions (aqueous and
organic) in the vessel before the accident.
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Figure 12.  Vessel in which the 1958 Los Alamos process criticality accident occurred.

The entire plutonium process area had been
reviewed by the Laboratory’s Nuclear Criticality
Safety Committee about a month before the accident.
Plans were underway to replace the large-volume
process vessels with a bank of more favorable geom-
etry, limited diameter pipe sections (6 inches in
diameter by 10 feet long each). Administrative controls
that had been used successfully for more than 7 years
were considered acceptable for the additional six to
eight months that would be required to obtain and
install the improved equipment.

Following the accident, procurement of favorable
geometry equipment was accelerated and installation
was completed before restarting operations. The

downtime was about six weeks. To provide enhanced
safety, improved techniques for the sampling of solids
were implemented and the importance of adherence to
procedural controls was emphasized.

The accident resulted in the death, 36 hours later, of
the operator who was looking into a sight glass when
the motor was turned on. The dose to his upper torso
was estimated to have been 12,000 ± 50% rem. Two
other persons apparently suffered no ill effects after
receiving radiation doses of 134 and 53 rem. No
equipment was contaminated or damaged even though
the shock associated with off-axis bubble generation
displaced the tank about 10 mm at its supports.
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This accident occurred in a chemical processing
plant that accepted, among other items, spent fuel
elements from various reactors. The fissile material
involved in the accident (34 kg of enriched uranium,
U(91), in the form of uranyl nitrate concentrated to
about 170 g U/  l) was stored in a bank of cylindrical
vessels with favorable geometry. The initiation of a
siphoning action, inadvertently caused by an air
sparging operation, resulted in the transfer of about
200   l  of the solution to a 15,400   l  tank containing
about 600   l  of water.

Before the accident, a campaign was underway to
process stainless steel clad fuels by sulfuric acid
dissolution followed by impurity extraction in three
pulse columns. Intermediate between the first and
second cycle extraction, the solution was stored in two
banks of 125 mm diameter by 3050 mm long pipe
sections, often referred to as pencil tanks. There was a
line leading from the interconnected banks of pencil
tanks to the 5000 gallon (18900   l) waste receiving
tank, but it was purposefully looped 600 mm above the
top of the tanks to avoid any possibility of gravity drain
from the pencil tanks to the waste tank. Only deliberate
operator actions were thought capable of effecting
transfers to the waste tank.

On the day of the accident the operators, following
routine written procedures, initiated sparging opera-
tions to obtain uniform samples for analysis. While the
pressure gauge that indicated the sparge air flow was
showing expected pressures from one of the banks, the
gauge associated with the other bank was not function-
ing. There was not another gauge on this bank and the
operator proceeded to open the air (sparge) valve until
circumstantial evidence indicated that the sparge was
operating. However, the air sparge was apparently
turned on so forcefully that it caused the liquid to rise
about 1,200 mm, from the initial liquid height in the
pencil tanks to the top of the loop leading to the waste
tank, which initiated a siphoning action.

Although the siphoning rate was 13 liters per
minute, it is difficult to relate this directly to the
reactivity insertion rate since it also depended on the
degree of mixing. The reactivity insertion rate could
have been as high as 25 ¢/s. Because the 2.73 m
diameter by 2.63 m long waste receiving tank was
lying on its side, the solution configuration approxi-
mated a near infinite slab. Waves in the solution could
have caused large fluctuations in the system reactivity.
After the accident, much of the uranyl nitrate was
found crystallized on the inner walls of the tank, and
most of the water had evaporated. The resulting

6. Idaho Chemical Processing Plant, 16 October 195913

Uranyl nitrate solution, U(91), in a waste receiving tank; multiple excursions; two significant exposures.

excursions generated 4 × 1019 fissions, sufficient to
boil away nearly half of the 800   l  solution volume that
eventually terminated the excursions.

The excursion history is a matter of conjecture.
There were only strip chart recordings from continuous
air monitors at various distances from the tank. Some
of these apparently stopped recording upon being
driven to a very high level while those in lower
radiation fields (generally farther away) may have been
influenced by fission product gases. It is not unreason-
able to assume that an initial spike of at least 1017 fis-
sions was followed by multiple excursions and, finally,
by boiling for 15 to 20 minutes. The very large yield is
a result of the large volume of the system and the
relatively long duration, rather than of the violence of
the excursion tank.

Because of thick shielding, none of the personnel
received significant prompt gamma or neutron doses.
During evacuation of the building, airborne fission
products (within the building) resulted in combined
beta and gamma doses of 50 rem (one person), 32 rem
(one person), and smaller amounts to 17 persons.
While the evacuation proceeded relatively rapidly, the
general evacuation alarm was never activated; it was a
manually activated system. The reason offered was that
the accident occurred during the graveyard shift, and
the small workforce left their work areas promptly and
were all accounted for at the guard station. Afterwards
it was acknowledged that local radiation alarms
sounded relatively frequently and had somewhat
conditioned operators to not evacuate until the second
or third separate alarm had sounded.

It was also noted that the normal building egress
was used by all personnel; none used the prescribed
and clearly marked evacuation route. This led to a
bottleneck at the exit point, which could have been
severe during the day shift with ten times as many
workers present. Thus exposures could probably have
been reduced somewhat if immediate evacuation by the
proper route had occurred. Equipment involved in the
excursion was not damaged.

Several factors were identified by investigating
committees as contributing to the accident:
• the operators were not familiar with seldom used

equipment, the banks of pencil tanks, and their
controlling valves.

• there was no antisiphon device on the line through
which the siphoning occurred. It was noted that
such devices were installed on routinely used tanks.

• operating procedures were not current nor did they
adequately describe required operator actions such
as the need for careful adjustment of the air sparge.
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This accident occurred in a building where waste
solutions were processed for the recovery of pluto-
nium. The recovery consisted of three successive
stages of purification, each using oxalate precipitation
performed in a batch mode. The operation took place
in two gloveboxes located in a 5 by 6 meter room.
Procedures called for two operators to control the
systems in the room. A criticality alarm system was
operational in the building at the time of the accident.

Figure 13 (not to scale) shows the five vessels
located in glovebox 10 and the holding vessel located
outside but connected directly to vessels inside the
glovebox. Table 4 lists the seven vessels related to the
reconstruction of the accident, along with their
locations, dimensions, and function in the recovery
operation. The operation began with a transfer of
plutonium nitrate waste solution to vessel R0 in
glovebox 9 where the first purification step was
performed. This involved an oxalate precipitation of
the plutonium, followed by a decanting of the superna-
tant liquid containing the impurities as well as some
plutonium, and then re–dissolution of the plutonium
into a carbonate solution. The end product from R0,
the plutonium carbonate solution, was then transferred
to either vessel R1 or R2 in glovebox 10 for the second
purification (oxalate precipitation, supernatant decant-
ing, re–dissolution) step. Vessels R1 and R2 were
identical in dimensions and functions and were
operated in parallel to increase productivity. The end

product from vessels R1 or R2 (again a plutonium
carbonate solution) was then transferred to the holding
vessel in preparation for batch transfer to vessel R3
where the last purification step was performed. The
product from vessel R3, an oxalate precipitate slurry,
was then vacuum transferred to the filter vessel via the
transfer vessel.  The oxalate precipitate collected by
the filter vessel was then sent to another location for
calcination.

Vessels R1 and R2 were equipped with transfer
lines from R0 and to the holding vessel. The vessels
also had stirrers and openings on top where a funnel
could be used to add powdered reagents. The superna-
tant discharge lines (to vessels where the plutonium
was concentrated by boiling and eventually returned to
the recovery process) and the liquid chemical reagent
supply lines are not shown. The supernatant typically
had plutonium concentrations of about 0.1 g/  l . Both
vessels were shielded with 25 mm of lead. The holding
vessel was unshielded and located about 400 mm
above the concrete floor. The holding vessel was
equipped with receiving lines from vessels R1 and R2,
a transfer line to vessel R3, a vacuum line, and a
compressed air line. Vessel R3 had lines and equipment
identical to those of vessels R1 and R2. However, in
the case of vessel R3, were solutions were received
from the holding vessel and then sent out to the
transfer vessel. Vessel R3 was also shielded by 25 mm
of lead.

7. Mayak Production Association, 5 December 1960

Plutonium carbonate solution in a holding vessel; multiple excursions; insignificant exposures.

Figure 13. Layout of vessels in Glovebox 10 and the holding vessel external to the glovebox.
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At approximately 22:25 on 5 December, an operator
working alone in the room initiated a vacuum transfer
of carbonate solution from vessel R2 to the holding
vessel. Shortly after starting the transfer the operator
noticed that one of the criticality alarm system detec-
tors located about 4.5 m from the holding vessel was
sounding intermittently. The detector had a dynamic
range of 10 to 3,600 mR/h and was set to trigger at
110 mR/h. Without stopping the transfer, he left the
room to report this observation to the shift supervisor.
His decision to leave the room may have saved his life;
shortly after his departure the entire alarm system
began sounding continuously. All personnel immedi-
ately evacuated to an underground tunnel per
procedure. Later, radiation safety personnel entered a
corridor located about 10 to 15 m from the room to
measure the radiation level. Using a portable PMR–
1gamma sensing device it was determined that the
radiation level exceeded the 18 R/h upper range of the
instrument. Facility managers, the head of the site
safety organization, and the site technical specialist
arrived at the building about an hour after the criticality
alarm sounded.

Following their arrival, the facility managers and
the technical specialist began interviewing personnel
and reviewing measurements and working documents
to locate the site of the accident. They concluded that
the accident had occurred in the room with
gloveboxes 9 and 10 and that the holding vessel was
the most likely location of the accident. Remote
readout of the criticality alarm detector located in the
room indicated the average radiation level to be in the
range of 1.5 to 1.8 R/h. The peak–to–minimum
radiation level was oscillating in amplitude by more
than a factor of 10. Using a long pole, personnel placed
an integrating dosimeter into the room from the outside
corridor during a radiation level minimum. Based on

the exposure time, the gamma radiation level about
2 m from the holding vessel was estimated to be 10 R/
h. The facility was not equipped with instrumentation
that could have automatically recorded the excursion
history. In addition, because of the high stress level,
personnel did not take the time to manually record the
excursion history.

About an hour and a half following the first excur-
sion, the vacuum system in the holding vessel was still
switched on. Ordinarily the transfer of solution from
R2 to the holding vessel would have been completed in
much less than 1.5 hours. One speculated explanation
for the continuing excursions was that the vacuum
system would cause the transfer of enough solution to
initiate an excursion, which would build up pressure
sufficient to saturate the vacuum system momentarily
interrupting the transfer. Eventually the vacuum system
would recover, and more solution from R2 would be
transferred leading to another excursion. To test this
hypothesis the vacuum system was switched off.
Despite this action, the excursions continued.

The next attempt to terminate the excursions took
place about 00:15 on 6 December. Three operators
entered the room during a period of low radiation
levels. They closed the holding vessel’s vacuum system
and R2 transfer line valves. They then opened the
holding vessel’s compressed air supply and the transfer
valves to vessel R3. These tasks were accomplished in
about 10 to 12 seconds. During this episode, the
average radiation level in the room was about 1.8 R/h.
A hand held PMR–1 instrument measured about
14 R/h in the vicinity of the holding vessel. The
vacuum system was then switched on and 5   l  of
solution were transferred from the holding vessel to
vessel R3. This action terminated the excursions. The
transfer was limited to 5   l  to prevent a criticality
accident from occurring in vessel R3.

Table 4. The Seven Vessels Related to the Reconstruction of the Criticality Accident.

Vessel
Designationa

Vessel
Location

Vessel
Diam.
(mm)

Vessel
Height
(mm)

Approx.
Vessel Volume

( l ) Vessel Function

R0 G-9b 500 900 180 First oxalate precipitation
R1 G-10b 400 500 60 Second oxalate precipitation
R2 G-10 400 500 60 Second oxalate precipitation

Holding Vesselc Outside
G-10

350 450 40 Sample extraction and solution
staging between R1 or R2 and R3

R3 G-10 300 400 27 Third oxalate precipitation
Transfer Vessel G-10 250 300 15 Transfer precipitate from R3 to

filter vessel
Filter Vessel G-10 — — 4 Collected precipitate while

passing lean solution
aAll seven had vertical axes of cylindrical symmetry.
bG-9 = Glovebox 9, G-10 = Glovebox 10
cAccident location
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During the next shift, radiation safety supervisors
decided that the room could be reentered since the
remote readout of the criticality alarm system detector
measured a radiation level of less than 0.15 R/h.
Working from special instructions, three operators
entered the room. Consciously limiting their time in
the room and using three 20   l  bottles, they were able
to remove the 5   l  of solution in R3 and make two
transfers of 6 and 8   l  from the holding vessel. The
three 20   l  bottles were placed in a specially desig-
nated storage location with the contents eventually
being returned to the recovery process.

An investigation was carried out to reconstruct the
events leading up to the accident. The investigation
determined that the accident occurred because the mass
limits per batch in vessel R0 had been exceeded.
Table 5 presents the chronology leading up to the
overloaded batch in vessel R0.

Nitric waste solutions deposited in vessel R0
typically had a plutonium concentration of a few grams
per liter. Criticality safety for the entire operation
relied entirely on the mass limit for vessel R0. This
mass limit was 400 g of plutonium. As can be seen in
Table 5, the mass limit was exceeded on 2 December
when the third batch of waste solution arrived at R0.
Following the fourth transfer of solution on 3 Decem-
ber, vessel R0 contained a total of 682 g of plutonium.
However, the shift production engineer deliberately
changed the R0 vessel log to show only 400 g in the
vessel. On 4 December the oxalate precipitate in
vessel R0 was dissolved and transferred in the form of
plutonium carbonate solution to an empty vessel, R2,
in glovebox 10. The same shift production engineer
then violated procedures again by transferring an
additional 30   l  of carbonate solution to R2. This latter
transfer contained 115 g of plutonium. Consequently
vessel R2 contained a total of 798 g of plutonium in a
little less than 50   l  of solution in the early evening of
5 December. The plutonium in R2 was then
precipitated with approximately 15 g of plutonium
discharged with the supernatant. The precipitate was
again dissolved, and the carbonate solution was
transferred to the holding vessel, leading to the
criticality accident.

Following the accident, the vacuum system trap, the
holding vessel, and vessels R2 and R3 were carefully
flushed. The flushing of the holding vessel resulted in
40   l  of discharge which contained 180 g of plutonium.
The contents of the three 20   l  bottles which had
collected the contents of the holding vessel and
vessel R3 were analyzed. Table 6 presents the results
of these analyses.

To reconstruct the volume and plutonium mass that
were in the holding vessel at the time of the accident,
the 714 g from Table 6 were combined with the 180 g
from the holding vessel flush to obtain 894 g of
plutonium in 19   l  of solution and precipitate. The
flushing of vessel R3 resulted in 10   l  of flush contain-
ing 43 g of plutonium recovered from non–dissolved
precipitate. The total mass of plutonium recovered
from all the vessels plus the three 20   l  bottles was
1003 g, suggesting that 66 g was held up in vessel R2.

During the accident and the subsequent cleanup
phase, five individuals received doses in the range
0.24 rem to about 2.0 rem. There was no contamination
or damage to any of the equipment. Following the
accident, the holding vessel was immediately replaced
with a favorable geometry vessel. The total fission
yield was estimated to be about 2.5 × 1017 fissions.

Table 6. Analysis of Accident Solution Recovered
from Holding Vessel and R3.

Bottle
Number

Volume
(  l )

Plutonium
Conc. (g/  l )

Plutonium
Mass (g)

1 5 39.4 197.0
2 6 37.7 226.0
3 8 36.4 291.0
Total 19 714.0

Table 5. Chronology of Batch Composition Leading to Overloading of Vessel R0 in Glovebox 9.

Date
Volume

(  l )
Concentration

(g Pu/  l )
Pu Transferred

(g)
Pu Discharged

(g)
Running total of

Plutonium in R0 (g)

1 Dec 160 1.67 267 51.0 267 – 51 = 216
2 Dec 80 2.20 176 21.0 216 + 176 – 21 = 371
2 Dec 100 3.28 328 39.0 371 + 328 – 39 = 660
3 Dec 80 0.58 46 24.0 660 + 46 – 24 = 682
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This accident occurred in the main process building,
CPP 601, in H–cell, where fission products were
chemically separated from dissolved spent fuel. The
uranium was then concentrated via evaporation.
Operations were conducted 24 hours per day on three
8–hour shifts. The accident happened at 09:50 after a
routine shift change at 08:00. This was only the fifth
day of operation following a shutdown that had lasted
nearly a year.

The accident took place in the upper disengagement
head of the H–110 product evaporator. This was a
vertical cylindrical vessel of about 600 mm diameter
and more than a meter tall, which was above a 130 mm
diameter favorable geometry section. In spite of an
overflow line located just below the disengagement
head to preclude significant amounts of solution from
reaching it, concentrated uranyl nitrate solution, about
200 g U(90)/  l , was apparently rapidly ejected up into
this unfavorable geometry section.

There were several conjectured causes of the
solution entering the disengagement head, which were
discussed in the accident investigating committee’s
reports.14,15 The most probable cause was thought to
have been a bubble of high pressure air (residuum from
an earlier line unplugging operation) inadvertently
forcing a large fraction of the available 40   l  of uranyl
nitrate solution in the 130 mm pipe section up into the
vapor disengagement cylinder. Neither the exact fissile
volume (and thus uranium mass) nor the geometry at
the time of the spike is known; they can only be
conjectured and bounded. It was certain that the
excursion occurred in the head and was reported to be
of short duration, a few minutes or less. The total
number of fissions was estimated to be 6 × 1017 with
an uncertainty of 25%.

There was no instrument readout to give a direct
indication of the excursion history. Recordings from
remote detectors such as continuous air monitors were

all that were available from which to infer the time
evolution of the excursion. Inspection of these strip
chart recordings along with knowledge of their
locations led to inconclusive, and, in the case of one
strip chart, unexplainable findings. A subsequent
American Nuclear Society (ANS) paper15 on a method
for estimating the energy yield of criticality excursions
shows an initial spike of 6 × 1016 and a total yield of
6 × 1017. The source of these values could not be
determined. Experimental data from the CRAC5 series
of prompt critical excursions coupled with the knowl-
edge of the bounds on the volume of liquid involved in
this accident support the values in the ANS paper. One
final source of guidance as to the likely first spike yield
is a private communication from Dr. D. L. Hetrick in
which he concludes that a value of 6 × 1016 seems the
most reasonable.17

Radiation alarms sounded throughout the process
areas, apparently from the prompt gamma–rays
associated with the fission spike. All employees
evacuated promptly, and there were only minimal
doses (<60 mrem) caused by airborne fission products
after personnel left the building. A team of operating
and health physics personnel reentered the building
20 minutes after the excursion and shut down all
process equipment. As radiation levels had quickly
returned to normal and there was no indication of any
contamination within the manned areas, management
authorized the workers to return to the plant at 14:45.
No equipment was damaged.

Several items were noted in the reports of the
accident investigation committees as contributing
causes.  These included (1) poor communications,
particularly oral messages between operators as to the
positions of valves; (2) unfamiliarity of personnel with
the equipment after such a long shutdown; and (3)
relatively poor operating condition of the equipment.

8. Idaho Chemical Processing Plant, 25 January 196114,15,16,17

Uranyl nitrate solution, U(90), in a vapor disengagement vessel; multiple excursions; insignificant exposures.
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This accident occurred at a gaseous diffusion
uranium enrichment facility. The enrichment process
was a continuous, 24 hour operation. The end product
was uranium hexafluoride (UF6) enriched to various
levels depending on the final reactor fuel to be pro-
duced.

The initial UF6 sublimation, introduction into the
cascade, intermediate purification, and its final
desublimation to the solid phase (in cylinders) was
conducted in desublimation/sublimation stages (DSS).
DSS–6 (Figure 14), occupied a large room (7.2 by
18 m) and was an intermediate purification stage (the
enrichment was 22.6% by weight at this point in the
cascade). This stage was used to remove contaminants
such as air and excess hydrogen fluoride (HF) from
the UF6. This process was accomplished by
1. continuously diverting a portion of the UF6 cascade

stream to DSS–6,

2. desublimating the UF6 at temperatures between
–60 to –80°C in the 5 main cylinders and in the 3
intermediate cylinders,

3. condensing excess HF at a temperature of about
–180°C in the 2 sedimentation vessels,

4. drawing off the impurities, followed by

5. sublimation and reintroduction of the UF6 into the
diffusion cascade.

9. Siberian Chemical Combine, 14 July 1961

Uranium hexafluoride, U(22.6), accumulation in a vacuum pump oil reservoir; two excursions; one significant
exposure.

During normal operations, most of the UF6
desublimated in the main and intermediate cylinders.
The HF, containing only trace amounts of UF6, passed
on and collected in the 2 HF sedimentation vessels.
The air and any other non–condensable impurities
were collected downstream in a bank of 5 holding
vessels, about 4,500   l  in capacity each. The contents
of these holding vessels were then transferred to the
gas purification equipment by the action of a vacuum
pump (Figure 15) that used oil as its working fluid.
About once every 15 days, it was necessary to replace
the oil because accumulation of UF6 caused an
increase in density (from 0.9 to ~0.92, with a concen-
tration of ~20 g U/  l) reducing the pump’s efficiency.
While clearly having some criticality safety signifi-
cance, this replacement schedule was motivated
primarily by operational considerations.

Both the main and intermediate cylinders were
cooled by liquid nitrogen flowing through a coil
embedded in iron-shot filled jackets surrounding the
cylinders. When there was an adequate supply of liquid
nitrogen, its flow was actuated automatically by a
signal from thermal transducers (resistance thermom-
eters). However, when in short supply, liquid nitrogen
was fed manually from portable dewars. The sublima-
tion (heating) cycle was activated automatically by a
pressure sensor in the UF6 accumulation vessel.

Figure 14.  Layout of DSS–6.
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On 1 July 1961, equipment breakdowns at the liquid
nitrogen production facility decreased its output
by 50%, greatly reducing the available supply to the
enrichment facility. The following day, operating
procedures were changed to require that the 5 main
cylinders be charged with liquid nitrogen manually.
Furthermore, and in violation of procedures, the
cooling of the 3 intermediate cylinders was discontin-
ued entirely. These events and actions resulted in a
large increase in the rate and amount of UF6 passing
through the holding vessels and accumulating in the
vacuum pump oil.

On 10 July, a regulator air leak in the enrichment
cascade resulted in the need to divert a greater than
normal fraction of the UF6 stream to DSS–6 for
purification. On 14 July at 04:45, a high radiation
alarm sounded in the room housing the main DSS–6
equipment. Unknown to any one at the time, this
activation of the alarm was the result of the first
criticality excursion occurring in the vacuum pump oil
reservoir. Per procedure, the operator ceased operations
and summoned the radiation control officer in charge
to determine the cause of the alarm. The radiation
control officer determined that the average exposure
rate in the room was ~9 mR/h. Although the facility
had a criticality alarm system with the detector trip
points uniformly set to 7 mR/h, it did not activate as
the result of this very small excursion.

The radiation control officer surveyed all the
equipment in the room but was unable to locate the
source of radiation. The holding vessels and vacuum
pump were not surveyed since they were in an adjoin-
ing room and were not suspected of having any
appreciable uranium holdup. The radiation control
officer noted that the exposure rate was decreasing
rapidly during his survey, falling to ~0.7 mR/h after
only 10 to 15 minutes. He then authorized the resump-
tion of operations.

At 07:30, the operator turned on the vacuum pump
from the central control panel to evacuate the holding
vessels. As he approached the equipment (~0.5 m), to
open a valve between the pump and holding vessels,
the criticality alarm sounded. The operator reported
seeing a flash of light at that instant. He did not open
the valve, but did turn off the pump and immediately
ran to a telephone (about 200 m away) to inform a
supervisor of the accident. Alarms sounded simulta-
neously in three adjacent buildings at distances from
160 to 320 m from DSS–6. The radiation control
officer arrived and noted that the gamma radiation
exposure rate was about 0.7 mR/h at 100 m and
increased steadily to about 36 mR/h adjacent to the
building housing DSS–6. The operator was sent to the
hospital.

Figure 15.  Vacuum pump diagram showing oil reservoir (Dimensions are in mm).

Oil reservoir
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The accident investigation determined that the
excursions had occurred in the vacuum pump oil
reservoir (Figure 16). The gamma exposure rate on
contact was measured daily at the midpoint of the oil
reservoir for five days using a PMR-1 instrument.
Results of these measurements are shown in Table 7. A
total of 42.95   l  of oil were drained into 5   l  bottles on
18 and 19 July. Analysis of the oil using the lumines-
cent method indicated a uranium concentration of
173 g/  l  with an uncertainty of ±30% to 40% (the
luminescent method involved introducing a liquid
luminescing agent into the solution and estimating the
concentration from the intensity of the emitted light).
The uranium enrichment was uniformly 22.6% by
weight.

The time evolution of the excursions had several
unusual features. The UF6 had been accumulating at a
normal rate until four days before the accident when a
large increase occurred. There was no delay in the
initiation of the chain reaction due to the very slow

reactivity insertion rate and the relatively large neutron
source (~1.3 × 104 n/s from α,n reactions). Conse-
quently, the first excursion on 14 July (04:45) was very
small and probably did not exceed 2 × 1014 fissions.
After this excursion terminated, the oil in the reservoir
probably remained only slightly subcritical. It should
be emphasized that the concentration, solution volume,
and material configuration at the time of this burst are
not well known. Furthermore, it is not known if the
vacuum pump was operating during this first excur-
sion.

When the pump was turned on at 07:30, the oil in
the pump’s cavities was forced out into the central pipe
of the oil reservoir. This sudden injection of oil
containing uranium led to the second and much larger
excursion. The shutdown of this excursion was due to a
combination of temperature rise and radiolytic gas
generation, which caused ejection of the oil from this
central pipe back into the pump’s cavities and the gas
purification equipment. As with the first excursion, the

Figure 16.  Oil reservoir (Dimensions are in mm).
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exact configuration, concentration, and amount of oil
injected into the central pipe of the oil reservoir from
the pump are not well known. The total number of
fissions for both excursions was estimated by fission
product analysis to be about 1.2 × 1015.

From 1 July until the accident, the following
procedural violations occurred:
1. The temperature recording instruments of the main

cylinders were turned off.

2. The main cylinders were cooled by manually pour-
ing the liquid nitrogen directly onto the iron shot
and not through the coil as procedure required. This
resulted in significant temperature gradients within
the main cylinders and, as a consequence, to mis-
leadingly low temperature readings because the
thermometer was adjacent to the liquid nitrogen
pour point.

3. Cooling of the intermediate cylinders was no longer
being performed.

The dose to the operator was estimated to be about
200 rad, and only mild radiation sickness symptoms
followed. No one else received measurable doses, and
there was no equipment damage nor contamination as
a result of the accident.

Table 7. Results of γ-Radiation Exposure Rate Measurements at Oil Reservoir

Date
(1961) Time

Elapsed Time from
Second Excursion

(min)
Exposure
Rate (R/h) Notes

14 July 12:00
13:30
15:25
17:30
20:10
23:15

270
360
475
600
760
945

36.0
25.2
14.4
14.4
11.2

9.0
15 July 12:00 1710 3.6

16 July 10:00
15:00

3030
3330

1.8
1.8

17 July 11:00
15:00

4530
4770

1.1
1.1

18 July 07:00 5730 0.9 Draining of oil reservoir begun
19 July 08:00 7230 0.3 Draining of oil reservoir completed
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This Recuplex system process plant accident
involved: 1) cleaning up the floor of a solvent extrac-
tion hood, 2) a product receiver tank that could
overflow into the hood, 3) a temporary line running
from the hood floor to a transfer tank (about 460 mm
diameter, 69   l  volume), and 4) the apparent improper
operation of valves.

The final triggering mechanism cannot be deter-
mined because the testimony of witnesses and opera-
tors is not in full agreement with the technical findings
of the investigating committee. Although other
mechanisms cannot be ruled out, there is a plausible
course of events. The receiver tank overflowed into the
hood, leaving a solution containing about 45 g Pu/  l  on
the floor and in a sump; the operator, contrary to
orders, opened a valve that allowed the solution to be
lifted to the transfer tank. The later addition of aqueous
solution (10 to 30   l  at 0.118 g Pu/  l) and additional
moderation following mixing and/or de–aeration of the
contents of the transfer tank led to the excursion.

The total excursion yield in the transfer tank was
8 × 1017 fissions, with the initial spike estimated to be
no more than 1016 fissions. Following the spike, the
tank was supercritical for 37.5 hours as the power
steadily decreased.

Activation of the building criticality alarm system
resulted in prompt evacuation. At the time (a Saturday
morning), 22 people were in the building, only
3 received significant doses of radiation (110, 43, and

10. Hanford Works, 7 April 196218,19,20,21,22

Plutonium solution in a transfer vessel; multiple excursions; three significant exposures.

19 rem). The accident itself caused no damage or
contamination but did precipitate final shutdown of the
plant. The Recuplex operation had been designed as a
pilot plant and only later converted to production. The
construction of a new plant had been authorized before
the accident occurred.

Response to the accident was unique. A small,
remotely controlled, television equipped, robot was
used to reconnoiter the building interior, fix precisely
the point of the accident (through an attached, highly
directional gamma probe), read meters, deposit
instrumentation at specified locations, and operate
valves on command.

Clayton (1963)19 suggested a shutdown mechanism
for the accident. A central pipe that entered the bottom
of the vessel in which the reaction occurred was found
after the accident to contain dibutyl phosphate with a
significant loading of plutonium. It is suggested that
this started as a layer of tributyl phosphate in carbon
tetrachloride on top of the aqueous plutonium solution.
The heat and radiation from the fission reaction could
have driven off the CCl4 and converted most of the
remaining organic to dibutyl phosphate. The denser
dibutyl phosphate, having extracted plutonium, could
have gone to the bottom of the vessel and into the pipe,
where it would contribute little to the system reactivity.
As is often the case after an accident, it is difficult to
evaluate the validity of this suggestion, but it does
appear to provide a consistent explanation.
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The accident occurred in a building that housed
operations associated with the conversion of plutonium
feed material to metal. The metal was subsequently
purified by a number of processes and then cast into
ingots. In each of these steps, dry residues (typically
sand, slag, and crucibles from chip briquetting and
casting) that contained recoverable quantities of
plutonium were generated. It was during the chemical
dissolution of some of these residues in an unfavorable
geometry vessel that the accident occurred.

The residues were typically collected, canned, and
stored pending chemical treatment to recover the
plutonium. There being no practical means to assay
individual cans in real time, fissile mass per can was
estimated based on historical averages. This average
was determined from records of the assay of the
solution in which each batch of residues was dissolved.
The historical average plutonium content of the
residues was about 1% by weight. The statistical
fluctuation of this average was also based on these
historical records.

Most cans contained less than 50 g of plutonium in
about 5,000 g of residue, but occasionally, as a result
of operational deficiencies, the plutonium content was
significantly in excess of 100 g. All cans, regardless of
suspected plutonium content, were stored in the same
glovebox awaiting recovery. The criticality mass limit
took into account the statistical fluctuation of the fissile
mass per dissolution batch; thus, the plutonium feed
mass was calculated by multiplying the residue mass
by 1%.

The first step in the recovery process was to
dissolve the slag and residues in nitric acid. Typically
five cans of residue were combined as the feed for a
dissolution batch; procedures limited the number of
cans to six. The glovebox used for this had two
identical dissolution vessels, shown in Figure 17.
While not bearing on this accident, it is interesting to
note that this glovebox was an early, conservative
design; it was made of 8 mm thick steel and had
50 mm of lead shielding.

Each dissolution vessel was cylindrical, 450 mm in
diameter and 620 mm in height and had a capacity of
about 100   l . Each was equipped with a stirrer and a 60
mm thick heating jacket through which hot water was
circulated. The vessels were open–topped with
movable plates typically covering the openings.
Reagents were added through lines and residues were
added manually by pouring. Also, each vessel had a
solution sampling device that was used to monitor the
acidity (pH). During the course of a dissolution run it
was important to maintain a specified acidity level;
excess acidity was lowered by adding more residue.

During the days just before the accident, research was
being conducted on technology for producing metal
ingots by reduction smelting briquettes made from metal
shavings. After having been returned to service subse-
quent to repairs, the first charge to dissolution vessel 2
was a residue batch from these smelting operations. This
charge was high concentration residue containing 318 g
of plutonium. After the dissolution run, only 11 g of
plutonium was discharged in the nitrate solution. This
was a clear sign of a very incomplete dissolution that
should have caused operating personnel to postpone
charging the next batch into vessel 2. Nevertheless, the
next batch, containing 352 g of plutonium, was loaded
into the vessel.

Because repairs were in progress on liquid transfer
systems, only nitric acid was initially added to vessel 2.
Water was added several hours later in violation of the
procedure that specified that water be added first. The
quantities of these two reagents that were added were
also in violation of the procedure. After several hours of
mixing, the solution was determined to be acidic.
Further mixing finally resulted in a slightly alkaline pH
measurement. After allowing for the settling of solids,
the clear liquid was decanted and sent to a collection
tank.

Records are incomplete, but it is likely that during
this long dissolution run that additional residue from
casting operations was charged to vessel 2 to neutralize
the solution. Two subsequent dissolution operations
were then performed. After the first of these, the solution
was still acidic. During the second, an aqueous ammonia
reagent was added which did neutralize the solution.
Heating and mixing were then stopped and the solution
was allowed to settle. After about 3 hours, at 00:15 on
7 September, the criticality alarm sounded, and person-
nel promptly evacuated to the predetermined assembly
location, an underground tunnel.

Here it was determined (by the absence of blood
sodium activation) that no one received a significant
dose. The excursion may have fortuitously occurred
while the operators were on a work break. A workforce
shift change was scheduled for 01:00, but workers for
the next shift were not allowed into the facility, and all
workers from the prior shift remained on duty. All
recovery actions involving the equipment and solution in
this glovebox were performed remotely from the shift
supervisor’s room, approximately 30 m distant, until the
system was put into a safely subcritical state.

Fifteen minutes after the first excursion, unsuccessful
attempts were made to remotely open a line and drain
vessel 2. Further attempts at remote recovery included
heating and mixing of the solution, temporarily lowering
the reactivity of the system. A short while later the

11. Mayak Production Association, 7 September 1962

Plutonium nitrate solution in a dissolution vessel; three excursions; insignificant exposures.
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heater and stirrer were turned off again, leading to a
second excursion at 01:10. This was apparently no
larger than the first, as it did not trip detectors that had
not tripped during the first excursion.

After this second excursion the plant and building
managers arrived at the accident site along with the
manager of the safety organization and supporting
physicists. They then directed further recovery opera-
tions. Attempts to remotely drain vessel 2 by various
means continued until a third and final excursion
occurred at 01:55. Detectors which had not previously
tripped (some as far away as 150 m) were activated,
indicating that this third excursion was the largest. At
this time the stirrer and heater were once again turned
on (to keep the system subcritical) and left on until the
solution could finally be transferred from vessel 2.

The final draining of the vessel was a two–part
process. First, about one–half of the solution in
vessel 2 was transferred to an aqueous collection vessel
and then from there partitioned into several bottles.
This procedure was then repeated with the remaining
solution in vessel 2. All the bottles were stored in an
isolated room, and the contents were reprocessed only
after the radiation levels decreased to acceptable levels.

The trip level of the criticality alarm detectors was
110 mR/h. They were spaced a maximum of 30 m
apart but were commonly much closer. Fifteen minutes
after the first excursion the exposure rate in the vicinity
of the glovebox was about 2.2 R/h. Thirty minutes after
the third excursion the exposure rate in the vicinity of
the glovebox was about 1.8 R/h.

Ultimately it was determined that there had been a
total of 1,324 g of plutonium in the dissolution vessel

at the time of the accident. This was about three times
the criticality safety limit. The recovered nitric solution
contained 933 g of plutonium and a very rich precipi-
tate was found in the bottom of vessel 2. It contained
391 g of plutonium in 660 g of solids; the remainder
was mostly graphite pulp from molds. Using approxi-
mate techniques, the energy release for all three
excursions was estimated at 2 × 1017 fissions. The
excursion history was not recorded. There was minor
ejection of solution from the vessel onto the glovebox
floor, likely from the third excursion.

Several factors contributed to the accident:
• Unfavorable geometry equipment.

• The charging of high grade residues into the disso-
lution vessel when the criticality controls were
based on residues with an average 1% plutonium
content.

• Inadequate isolation of high grade residues from the
more common low grade residues in the staging
glovebox.

• Unclear and difficult to read labels on the residue
cans.

• Procedural violations on the sequence of reagent
additions.

• Inadequate supervisory monitoring of operations;
inadequate attention to the completion of accoun-
tancy documents.

• Lack of real time fissile material accounting instru-
mentation.

No equipment damage occurred and only a short
downtime was needed to clean up the spilled solution.

Figure 17.  Layout of glovebox equipment.
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12. Siberian Chemical Combine, 30 January 1963

Uranyl nitrate solution, U(90), in a collection vessel; multiple excursions; insignificant exposures.

Figure 18.  Process vessels and material flow diagram.

This accident occurred in a waste recovery line of a
uranium metal production building. The waste feed
was a dry precipitate. The first step in recovering the
uranium was a time–intensive, concentrated nitric acid
dissolution process. Two sets of identical equipment
were used to increase the throughput and to optimize
the process. Figure 18 is a material flow diagram for
this process.

The solution was vacuum transferred from the
dissolution vessels to the intermediate feed vessels,
through a filter vessel, and then finally to the collection
vessels. The dissolution and intermediate vessels were
320 mm in diameter and 520 mm in height. The
collection vessels were 390 mm in diameter and
500 mm in height. All of the vessels had curved ends
and were about 50   l  in volume. Since the process
vessels were not favorable geometry, limiting the
fissile material mass was the only control used to
prevent criticality accidents. Compliance with the mass
limit was solely dependent on the reliability of the
chemical analysis of the dry precipitate.

Despite the importance of chemical analysis results
for implementing the criticality safety mass control,
there were two allowed reporting formats:

1. as grams of uranium per kilogram of precipitate,
g U(90)/kg, or

2. as a mass fraction, the uranium-to-precipitate mass
ratio.

The bulk amount of precipitate to be processed was
calculated using the results of the chemical analysis.
The precipitate was then weighed before loading into
the dissolution vessels.

When dissolving consecutive batches of precipitate,
the operational procedure allowed for the recycling of
solution with low uranium concentration from the
collection vessels, as long as the total mass of uranium
in the dissolution vessels did not exceed 400 g. The
uranium concentration in the recycled solution was
determined by analyzing samples from the collection
vessels. This concentration was always reported as
grams of uranium per liter (g U/  l) and was also used
for compliance with the criticality safety mass limit.

On 30 January 1963, two waste containers were
received at the waste recovery line with the chemical
analysis results attached. These results were reported
as a mass fraction, approximately 0.18 in this case. The
supervisor for the shift erroneously recorded this result
in the work orders as 18 g U/kg of dry precipitate
(instead of 180). The actual uranium content in this
batch of dry precipitate was thus in error and underesti-
mated by a factor of 10.

Using the erroneous work orders, an operator
loaded 2 kg of precipitate from one container and 5 kg
from another into dissolution vessel 61-A, believing
the total uranium content to be 126 g when it was
actually about 1,260 g. Because of a shift change, a
different operator completed the dissolution process.
The solution was then filtered and transferred to
collection vessel 64-A, where a sample was taken to
determine the concentration. Later during that same
shift, the operator asked for the sample results by
telephone. While this normally would have led to the
discovery of the original recording error, the laboratory
erroneously reported the results for a vessel other than
64-A. By an unfortunate coincidence, this other vessel
contained solution with a uranium concentration
10 times lower than that in 64-A, thus reinforcing the
operator’s expectations.

The supervisor for the second shift, relying on this
erroneous information, decided to recycle this suppos-
edly low concentration solution to dissolve the next
batch of dry precipitate. This next batch, still subject to
the original recording error, contained ~1,255 g of
uranium, about the same as that of the preceding batch.
The dry precipitate was loaded into dissolution
vessel 61-A and then the solution from collection
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vessel 64-A was added. The dissolution vessel thus had
over 2,500 g of uranium, an amount close to the
unreflected critical mass for this diameter vessel. The
solution was then filtered in 10   l  batches and trans-
ferred to the larger diameter collection vessel 64-B. In
the course of this filtering/transfer operation, the
solution exceeded the critical height in 64-B, and the
first excursion occurred at 18:10 on 30 January 1963.
The criticality alarm system sounded and all personnel
evacuated. The γ-ray detectors were set to activate at
110 mR/h. Several of the personnel were directed to
undergo medical assessment.

During approximately the next 10 hours, eight
additional excursions occurred, decreasing in power
each time. The total number of fissions was estimated
to be 7.9 × 1017. This was based on a sample analysis
that determined the total 140La fission product content
after the accident. The shutdown mechanisms for the
excursions were
• expansion caused by the formation of radiolytic gas

bubbles,

• ejection of some of the solution into the service
piping,

• thermal expansion of the solution (decreased den-
sity), and

• an increase in the solution temperature, which
tended to harden the neutron spectrum.

Each time the solution drained back into the vessel
from the service pipes and cooled down another
excursion took place. The excursions were terminated
on 31 January 1963 at 04:30, when part of the solution
was drained from the collection vessel to portable 5   l
containers.

The accident investigation determined that a total of
2,520 g of uranium in a volume of about 35.5   l
(~71 g/  l) was in the collection vessel at the time of the
accident. All of the solution (35.5   l) was stored in a
concrete shielded room for one year, then reprocessed.

Four people standing at a distance of 10 m from the
collection vessel received radiation doses of 6 to
17 rad. No damage occurred to the vessel nor was there
any contamination of the surroundings. The process
was inoperative for no more than 12 hours.

This accident occurred in an enriched uranium,
U(90), reprocessing and purification facility. Opera-
tions were being conducted on four 6–hour shifts per
day. The combination of an unfavorable geometry
holding vessel and the unplanned accumulation of
much larger than expected quantities of organic
solutions led to the accident.

The normal use of the vacuum system routinely
resulted in the accumulation of small amounts of
solution within the vacuum system as drops and
condensate. In addition, occasional operator mistakes
resulted in the overflow of process vessels, again
resulting in solution entering the vacuum system. In
order to protect the vacuum system from the corrosive
effects of this solution, and to prevent loss of solution
from the process stream, two traps and a holding vessel
were installed in the vacuum line. The traps, 696 and
697 in Figure 19, were intended for the collection of
solutions that entered the vacuum lines. Holding vessel
694 served as a backup in the event that either of the
two traps filled to preset levels. This would result in the
automatic draining of some of their solution. All three
vessels had straight cylindrical sidewalls of 500 mm
diameter with hemispherical bottoms and a volume of
about 100   l . The vessels were spaced about 1.5
meters, surface–to–surface.

13. Siberian Chemical Combine, 2 December 1963

Uranium organic solution, U(90), in a vacuum system holding vessel; multiple excursions; insignificant
exposures.

Each vessel had a level indicator that was actuated
when an electrically conductive solution reached a
preset height. For traps 696 and 697, the preset height
was only half as high as for vessel 694. When the level
indicator in either 696 or 697 was actuated, the transfer
of solution occurred automatically until the level was
drawn down (decanted) to the bottom of the dip tube.
However, when the level indicator in holding vessel
694 was actuated, its entire contents were drained via
the outlet line.

When these vessels were installed, it was believed
that only high conductivity aqueous solutions would
accumulate in them. However, because organics such
as tributylphosphate were transferred in this facility
using this same vacuum system, considerable amounts
of organic solution were in fact also ending up in these
vessels. The very low electrical conductivity of these
organic solutions was insufficient to actuate the level
indicators.

During typical operations, sufficient quantities of
aqueous solutions would accumulate in vessels 696
and 697, causing the automatic decanting to occur up
to four times per day. The elevation difference between
the level indicator and the dip tube was slight, thus
causing only 1 or 2   l  to be transferred at a time.
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Figure 19.  Schematic of vessels showing organic and aqueous solutions (not intended to imply the exact conditions
at the time of the accident).
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Because the organic solution was much less dense than
the aqueous solution, the liquids separated into
different layers within the vessels. Since the organic
solution did not actuate the level indicators, it could
continue to accumulate until the level of aqueous
solution was sufficient to trigger a transfer.  In addi-
tion, as aqueous solution entered the vessels it would
temporarily mix with the organic solution. This caused
a portion of the fissile material in the aqueous solution
to be extracted into the organic layer, thus increasing
its fissile material concentration.

These same chemical and physical processes were
also occurring in holding vessel 694. However, because
its level indicator was set twice as high, more liquid,
and thus a greater amount of high concentration
organic, could accumulate undetected. Prior to the
accident, holding vessel 694, in which the excursion
occurred, had not been emptied for 8 days. Further-
more, and unknown to operating personnel, the vessel
was mostly filled with high concentration organic.

On 2 December 1963 at 23:45, detector 38 tripped,
causing the criticality alarm to sound. This detector
was in a corridor close to the location of the traps and
holding vessel. Operating personnel did not routinely
work in this corridor, nor were they present when the
alarm sounded. Nevertheless, personnel were evacu-
ated from all building locations near detector 38. The
detectors were gamma sensing, with the trip level set at
110 mR/h. Very quickly, detector 38’s reading in-

creased a hundred fold to 11 R/h. Based on subsequent
radiation surveys, it was determined that the excursion
had occurred in holding vessel 694.

During the first ~195 minutes, 11 excursions in total
were observed. These were very long, weak excursions
with a time between power peaks of about 20 minutes.
At 03:45 the following morning, on 3 December, the
vacuum system was de–energized by plant personnel.
This caused some of the highly concentrated organic
that had been ejected into the vacuum system during
the excursions to the drain back into vessel 694. This
caused a second series of weaker excursions. The first
power peak was similar in magnitude to the first peak
of the prior series. This second series lasted until about
08:00 (more than 4 hours). Four excursions, each of
decreasing intensity, were observed.

By 15:00 that afternoon, the exposure rates had
decreased considerably, at which time 30   l  of 10%
cadmium nitrate solution were added to the holding
vessel from the top. It was thought that this would be a
significant neutron absorber since it was expected that
the vessel contained mainly aqueous liquid and
intimate mixing would occur naturally. However, the
cadmium nitrate solution did not mix with the organic
and served only to displace it from the hemispherical
bottom of the vessel. Holding vessel 694 had now
become slightly subcritical as a result of higher
neutron leakage from the organic solution.  The
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additional reflection afforded by the added poisoned
aqueous solution was apparently insufficient to
compensate for this effect.

After addition of the cadmium nitrate solution, a
hose was inserted into the holding vessel through a top
port to siphon out the solution. Surprisingly, at the very
beginning of the siphoning, a sixteenth, and final,
excursion occurred. Later, upon consideration of the
facts, it was recognized that this last excursion was a
result of siphoning from the bottom of the vessel. Even
though the draining of the cadmium nitrate decreased
reflection, it allowed the organic to assume a more
reactive geometry as it reentered the hemispherical
bottom of the vessel.

The siphoning action was continued (in spite of the
last excursion) until the vessel was drained. Altogether
about 65   l  of organic with a uranium concentration of
33 g U(90)/  l , corresponding to about 2.14 kg of
U(90), were removed from holding vessel 694.

During the nearly 16 hours over which the accident
took place, the plant operators and supervisors on shift
at the beginning of the excursions remained at the
facility to assist with recovery operations and to
document the events.

The total number of fissions, based on 140La fission
product analysis, was estimated to be about 6 × 1016. A
prompt and efficient evacuation was initiated by the
sounding of the criticality alarm system. The largest
individual dose received was less than five rem. There
was no damage to the equipment or radioactive
contamination.

The accident occurred (despite the fact that the
vessels were steam cleaned monthly) presumably
because of a rather quick and large accumulation of
both organic and aqueous solutions. Subsequently,
changes were made to the process design and between
January and September 1964, large numbers of process
vessels were replaced. At the end of this renovation,
nearly all of the vessels were of favorable geometry.

This accident occurred in a chemical processing
plant at Wood River Junction, Rhode Island, which was
designed to recover highly enriched uranium from
scrap material left over from the production of fuel
elements. The plant operated three, 8–hour shifts, 5
days a week. The scrap material was shipped to the
plant as uranyl nitrate solution in 55 gallon (208   l)
drums, at concentrations ranging from 1 to 5 g/  l  of
uranium. The uranyl nitrate was then purified and
concentrated by solvent extraction using tributyl
phosphate mixed with kerosene as the organic wash.
After the final acid strip, the purified uranyl nitrate
solution was bubbled through a column containing a
fixed charge of 4 to 6   l  of trichloroethane (TCE). The
TCE removed any organic that remained in the
solution. The original plant design was based on a
predicted life of 6 months to 1 year for a single charge
of the TCE.

Typical of the difficulties that should be expected
with a new operation (the plant had begun operations
on 16 March 1964) a larger amount of organic
carryover and a higher retention of uranium reduced
the TCE’s useful life to approximately 1 week. In early
April, therefore, a procedure was developed to remove
the uranium from the TCE before discarding it. The
very low concentration of uranium in the solution
(400 to 800 ppm) was recovered by washing the TCE
with sodium carbonate solution. Originally, the

14. United Nuclear Fuels Recovery Plant, 24 July 196423,24

Uranyl nitrate solution, U(93), in a carbonate reagent makeup vessel; two excursions; one fatality, two significant
exposures.

operation was performed by manually shaking or
rocking the solution within 5 inch (127 mm) diameter,
11   l  bottles. This somewhat laborious process was
used until 16 July. On that date, because an unusually
large amount of contaminated TCE had accumulated,
an operator was given permission by his supervisor to
use a sodium carbonate makeup vessel to perform this
process as long as the uranium content did not exceed
800 ppm. The vessel was 18 inches (457 mm) in
diameter and 26.375 inches (670 mm) deep and was
located on the third level of a tower housing solvent
extraction columns. This new procedure was communi-
cated to one other operator on a different shift.
Between 16 and 24 July, these two operators washed
10 to 12 bottles each using the carbonate makeup
vessel. It should be noted that the treatment of the TCE
by any method was not part of the facility license, and
therefore was not approved by the regulating authority.

On the day before the accident, a plant evaporator
had failed to operate properly, making it necessary to
disassemble it for cleaning. During the cleaning, a plug
of uranium nitrate crystals was found in a connecting
line. The crystals were dissolved with steam, and the
resulting concentrated solution (256 g U/  l) was
drained into polyethylene bottles identical to those that
normally held the very low concentration TCE
solution. All of the bottles containing the high concen-
tration solution were labeled as such.
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On Friday, 24 July, at approximately 18:00 the
operator assigned to work the solvent extraction
columns asked his supervisor if it was necessary to
wash some of the contaminated TCE. Since the
contaminated TCE was to be used for rinsing a process
column, he was told that washing the TCE was not
necessary. Nevertheless, the operator proceeded to
locate a bottle of TCE with the intention of washing it,
perhaps only to obtain an empty bottle. Unfortunately,
the operator mistook one of the bottles containing the
high concentration solution for one containing TCE.
The bottle was transported to the stairwell leading to
the third floor location of the carbonate makeup vessel
by cart, and then hand carried the rest of the way. The
bottle’s label, which correctly characterized the
contents as high concentration solution, was found
after the accident on the floor near the cart.

After arriving at the third floor, the operator poured
the contents of the bottle into the makeup vessel
already containing 41   l  of sodium carbonate solution
that was being agitated by a stirrer. The critical state
was reached when nearly all of the uranium had been
transferred. The excursion (1.0 to 1.1 × 1017 fissions)
created a flash of light, splashed about 20% of the
solution out of the vessel and onto the ceiling, walls
and operator. The operator who fell to the floor,
regained his footing and ran from the area to an
emergency building ~180 m away.

An hour and a half after the excursion, the plant
superintendent and shift supervisor entered the
building with the intent of draining the vessel. When
they reached the third floor, the plant superintendent
entered the room and approached the carbonate reagent
vessel while the supervisor remained behind in the
doorway. The superintendent removed the 11   l  bottle
(still end up in the vessel) and turned off the stirrer. He
then exited the room, passing the supervisor and
preceding him down the stairs. Unknown to anyone at
the time (the alarm was still sounding from the first
excursion), the change in geometry, created as the
stirrer induced vortex relaxed, apparently added
enough reactivity to create a second excursion, or
possibly a series of small excursions. The estimated
yield of the second excursion was 2 to 3 × 1016 fissions
and no additional solution was ejected from the vessel.
The two men proceeded down to the second and first

floors and began to drain the tank through remote
valves. When the drain line became clogged with
precipitate, the superintendent returned to the vessel,
restarted the stirrer, and then rejoined the supervisor
who was draining the solution into ~4   l  bottles on the
first floor.

That the second excursion had occurred was not
realized until dose estimates for the superintendent and
supervisor were available. The supervisor received
~100 rad, while the superintendent received ~60 rad.
Both doses were much higher than expected and were
inconsistent with their reported actions. Only after
significant analysis was it realized that the two had
been exposed to a second excursion, which most likely
occurred just as the superintendent passed the supervi-
sor on the way down the stairs.

The radiation dose to the operator as a result of the
initial excursion was estimated to be about 10,000 rad.
He died 49 hours later. Other persons in the plant
received very minor doses. The investigation deter-
mined that there had been 2,820 g of uranium in 51   l
of solution in the makeup vessel at the time of the first
excursion. No physical damage was done to the
system, although cleanup of the ejected solution was
necessary. The total energy release was equivalent to
1.30 ± 0.25 × 1017 fissions.
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Figure 20.  Layout of UF6 to uranium oxide conversion
equipment and associated vacuum system.

This accident occurred in Building 242 that housed
a production scale operation for the conversion of
uranium hexafluoride to uranium oxide. The plant
operated on four 6–hour shifts per day. Between
23 September 1964 and 19 October 1965, the facility
had been converting 2% enriched material. However,
because of the need to provide fuel for two newly
commissioned uranium–graphite power reactors at the
Beloyarskaya Nuclear Power Plant, it was necessary to
begin processing 6.5% enrichment material. To
perform this change over, the process was shutdown on
19 October 1965. During the following three days, the
entire system was thoroughly cleaned out. The
conversion process was restarted with the higher
enriched material on 22 October 1965. The criticality
accident occurred 12 days later.

Figure 20 is a layout of the Building 242 uranium
hexafluoride to uranium oxide conversion system and
associated vacuum system. The uranium hexafluoride
was burned in a hydrogen–air atmosphere in the
conversion hopper. The resulting uranium oxides were
collected at the bottom of the conversion hopper and
then transferred by vacuum to the accumulation
hopper. The vacuum system was then switched off and
the oxides were loaded into geometrically favorable
20   l  vessels by gravity. The vessels were then trans-
ferred from Building 242 to another location where the
oxides underwent defluorination and complete
reduction to UO2 in a rotating calcination furnace.

The vacuum system was located one floor level
below the conversion system. To prevent oxide from
entering the vacuum system, two filters were located in
the vacuum line connecting the accumulation hopper to
the (liquid ring) vacuum pump. Both the primary and
the secondary filters used Lavsan, a fluorinated plastic
material woven into a cloth–like fabric. Written
procedures required that personnel on each shift open
and visually inspect the secondary filter. This inspec-
tion was performed to ascertain the level of oxide
accumulation and to look for mechanical defects in the
Lavsan itself. If the operator was unable to see through
the Lavsan of the secondary filter, in addition to
replacing it, he was also required to open and visually
inspect the primary filter. Procedures also required
personnel on each shift to have a sample of the vacuum
system water analyzed for uranium content. Sample
assay results were usually available about 1.5 hours
after the sample was taken. There was no nondestruc-
tive assay equipment in place or routinely used to
determine if uranium oxide was accumulating in the
vacuum system.

15. Electrostal Machine Building Plant, 3 November 1965

Uranium oxide slurry, U(6.5), in a vacuum system vessel; single excursion; insignificant exposures.

The components of the vacuum system were a
vacuum pump, a water pump, a vacuum supply vessel
(where the accident occurred), and a shell–and–tube
heat exchanger. The vacuum supply vessel was a
vertical axis, right circular cylinder, with a diameter of
650 mm and a height of 900 mm (~300   l). The vessel
was equipped with a water level glass site gauge.

On 3 November 1965 at 11:10, the criticality
accident alarm system sounded in Building 242. All
personnel in Building 242 immediately evacuated. The
alarm systems of the adjacent buildings did not
activate. The facility’s chief physicist made the first re–
entry into Building 242 about 50 minutes after the
building had been evacuated. Using a portable gamma–
ray detector, he quickly determined that an accident
had occurred in the vacuum supply vessel. At this time
he recorded a gamma exposure rate of 3.6 R/h at a
distance of 1.5 m from the surface of the vessel.

Recovery operations, performed by operations
personnel under the direction of a health physicist,
were conducted in a manner that minimized the
likelihood of causing additional excursions. A long rod
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was used to break the glass site gauge on the side of
the vessel. Geometrically favorable collection trays
were positioned so as to collect the draining liquid. The
draining operation resulted in the collection of about
60   l  of liquid. Analysis showed that the liquid
contained 85 g of uranium per liter or a total of 5.1 kg
of uranium. Eight days after the accident (11 Novem-
ber 1965), the vacuum supply vessel was opened and
an additional 51 kg of uranium was recovered. The
total material recovered from the vacuum supply vessel
was 56.1 kg of uranium or, at 6.5% enrichment, about
3.65 kg of 235U. An additional 13.9 kg of uranium was
recovered from the shell–and–tube heat exchanger and
connecting lines. The total material recovered was
70 kg of uranium or about 4.6 kg of 235U.

An investigation was performed to discover the
cause of the accident. The investigation team examined
the records and confirmed that the Lavsan of the
primary and secondary filters had been replaced during
the three days that the system was being cleaned
(19 through 22 October 1965). In addition, 150   l  of
water had been drained from the vacuum system and
replaced with fresh water. During the same period,
plans were made to install a third filter between the
accumulation hopper and the vacuum pump due to
increased criticality safety concerns with the higher
enrichment material. However, operations personnel
were unable to install the additional filter before the
restart of production on 22 October 1965.

The investigation determined that operational
mistakes and procedural violations occurred following
the restart of production. At the time of the accident,
the primary filter was missing. In addition, the second-
ary filter was not completely secured by the flanges
intended to hold it in place. The investigation was not
able to determine how long the primary filter had been
missing or how long the secondary filter had been
leaking. These two operational mistakes allowed
uranium oxide from the accumulation hopper to enter
the vacuum system. Furthermore, and in violation of

procedures, the vacuum system water had not been
sampled even a single time since the restart of
operations.

Two types of analysis were performed to estimate
the total energy released by the accident. The first was
based on the 3.6 R/h exposure rate measurement made
1.5 m from the vacuum supply vessel about 50 minutes
following the accident. Analysis of this information
provided an estimate of 5 × 1015 total fissions. The
second estimate was based on a 64Cu activation
analysis of a section of copper wire located about
1.2 m from the vacuum supply vessel. This resulted in
an estimate of 1 × 1016 fissions. Both estimates had
considerable experimental and computational uncer-
tainties.

Reconstruction of the accident conditions indicated
that the onset of the excursion occurred during a slow
settling of oxides to the bottom of the vacuum supply
vessel. This occurred after the vacuum system was
turned off. Initiation was most likely not delayed due
to the slow reactivity insertion rate and an inherent
neutron source of about 800 neutrons/s that was
present in the vacuum supply vessel. The mechanism
that terminated the excursion is unknown but could
include continued settling of the oxides or expulsion of
material into connecting lines. The equipment was not
damaged and there was no contamination. A calcula-
tion indicated that one person who was about 4.5 m
from the vacuum supply vessel could have received a
dose as high as 3.4 rem.
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This accident occurred in a residue recovery area of
a metal and fissile solution processing building. The
residues being recovered were produced from dissolu-
tion, precipitation, and reduction processes. A sche-
matic of the residue recovery area is shown in Fig-
ure 21. The residues, which were difficult to dissolve,
were first calcined to convert the uranium content,
usually less than 1% by weight, to U3O8. Residues
with abnormally high uranium content, which were
occasionally generated (failed castings, cracked
crucibles, etc.), were directed by operating procedures
to other handling areas subject to special requirements.

The residue dissolution glovebox where the
accident occurred had three identical sets of process
equipment as shown in Figure 22. Each set was
equipped with a cylindrical dissolution vessel, a
holding vessel, a filter vessel, and a filtrate receiving
vessel. The dissolution vessels had elliptical bottoms,
were 100   l  in volume, and 450 mm in diameter, and
were equipped with a pulsating device for mixing, a
flat cover plate with a feed hopper, and a pressure
relief valve. Heating of the dissolution vessels was
accomplished with a 25 mm thick, steam-water jacket.
Solution was moved within the system through a
transfer line by drawing vacuum.

The residues were loaded into the dissolution vessel
via the feed hopper located on the cover plate. The feed
hopper was equipped with a lid that was sealed and
locked in place during dissolution. Dissolution was
accomplished by adding acid and heating the solution
while mixing with the pulsating mixing device. Once
dissolution was complete, the resulting solution was
vacuum transferred to the holding vessel. The solution
was then passed through the filter vessel (to remove
non–dissolved solids) to the filtrate receiving vessel.

The day before the accident, 15 December 1965, a
shift supervisor instructed an operator to calcine
residue batch 1726 (uranium content greater than 1%)
in a glovebox with furnaces intended only for the
processing of residues with less than 1% uranium
content. This was a direct violation of the criticality
safety rules. After calcination, batch 1726 was
sampled, and before the results of the analysis had
been obtained, was transferred to another glovebox
already storing multiple batches of residue scheduled
for dissolution. The analytical laboratory determined
the uranium content of the sample from batch 1726 to
be 44% by weight. This result was recorded in the
laboratory sample book but was not transmitted to the
recovery wing for recording on the batch’s account-
ability card.

16. Mayak Production Association, 16 December 1965

Uranyl nitrate solution, U(90), in a dissolution vessel; multiple excursions; insignificant exposures.

Figure 21.  Residue recovery area layout.
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Subsequently, an operator preparing the waste
batches for dissolution, noticed that the analysis results
for batch 1726 were absent and contacted the labora-
tory by telephone to obtain them. As a result of poor
communications, the operator was mistakenly given
the assay results for batch 1826, a batch that was only
0.32% by weight uranium, ~138 times smaller than
that actually contained in batch 1726. The operator
recorded this result on the accountability card and on
the label of the batch 1726 container.

The next day (16 December) 5 kg from batch 1726,
containing about 2.2 kg of U(90), were loaded into
dissolution vessel #1. The criticality mass limit for this
vessel was 0.3 kg. The operator, therefore, unknow-
ingly exceeded this limit by more than a factor of 7. At
that same time, dissolution of low uranium content
residue was already underway in the two other
dissolution vessels.

According to procedure, the dissolution of the waste
was to be carried out at 100°C for a minimum of 1.5
hours with constant mixing. However, in this case the
process was discontinued after only 40 minutes to
accommodate the regularly scheduled cleaning of the
glovebox before the next shift.

Approximately 10 minutes after the heating and the
mixing devices were turned off, the operator, who was
cleaning the glovebox at the time, heard the nearest
criticality alarm sound for a short time. The operator
left the operations area (as per training for the sound-
ing of a single alarm) and went to the central control
room to determine the cause of the alarm. When the
operator reached the control room, the nearest alarm to
the glovebox again sounded. A few seconds thereafter,
at ~22:10, alarms associated with more distant detec-
tors also began to sound. Eventually, several dozen
alarms sounded. As instructed by their emergency
training, all personnel evacuated to an underground
tunnel. The time–delayed activation of the individual
alarms, spaced at different distances from the accident
location, indicated that the peak reactivity did not
reach prompt critical.

Before the emergency response personnel arrived at
~23:00, the dynamics of the system were monitored
from another building (~50 m distant) using remote
readouts from gamma–ray and neutron sensing
instruments. Four additional excursions, separated by
about 15 to 20 minutes each, were observed. After the
emergency response personnel arrived, it was judged,

Figure 22.  Layout of dissolution glovebox.
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based on a radiation survey, that the central control
room (Figure 21) could be safely occupied by person-
nel even during the excursions. Consequently, surveil-
lance and recovery management operations were
moved to this location.

Based on interviews with operating personnel,
examination of the accountability records and system
schematics, and the results of γ-ray surveys conducted
with portable collimated detectors, dissolution vessel 1
or its associated holding vessel was identified as the
most likely location of the accident. The surveys
indicated that the average exposure rate, 1.5 minutes
after an excursion, was ~8 R/h at a distance of 2 m
from the dissolution glovebox.

After the ninth excursion, cadmium poisoned
solution was remotely added to the holding vessel.
Despite this action, approximately 20 minutes later a
tenth excursion occurred, establishing dissolution
vessel 1 as the site of the accident with a high degree
of probability. The removal of the vessel’s contents or
addition of cadmium poisoned solution were consid-
ered to be too dangerous to personnel because either
action would have required time intensive manual
manipulation of valves located within the glovebox.
Instead the emergency response personnel decided to
• remove two gloves from the glovebox ports to gain

access,

• unlock and open the feed hopper lid, and

• insert a ball consisting of crumpled up strips of
0.5 mm thick cadmium foil into the vessel through
the feed hopper.

The first two tasks were successfully accomplished
by two, specially briefed, experienced operators taking
no more than 30 and 60 seconds, respectively, includ-
ing the time necessary to enter and exit the operations
area. The recovery actions were then halted as the
radiation level began to rise again indicating that an

eleventh excursion was under way. After waiting for a
significant decrease in the radiation level, a senior
engineer/physicist entered the operations area and
loaded the cadmium foil ball into the vessel, taking
care to disturb the surface of the solution as little as
possible so as not to initiate another excursion. This
took about 20 seconds total. As evidenced by the
release of a characteristic orange smoke, the cadmium
foil began dissolving immediately in the nitric acid.
The introduction of the foil terminated the excursions
as shown by a steady decrease in the γ-ray exposure
rate measurements. All three of the individuals
involved in the recovery actions carried personal
dosimeters. No one received doses greater than
0.3 rem.

One day after the termination of the accident, the
solution was transferred from the dissolution vessel,
using temporary piping, to favorable geometry
containers. These containers were then sent to a special
storage facility and later reprocessed by conventional
techniques after the cadmium had been removed.

The total number of fissions for the 11 excursions
was estimated from activity measurements to be
~5.5 × 1017. The total volume of material in the tank
was 28.6   l , and sample analysis indicated that the
uranium concentration was 77 g/  l . Of the personnel in
the area at the time of the accident, 17 received doses
of 0.1 rem or less, 7 between 0.1 and 0.2 rem, and 3
between 0.2 and 0.27 rem. The process equipment was
not damaged and no contamination occurred. Normal
operations were resumed within several days. During
the following 2 to 3 years most of the process equip-
ment (~94%) was replaced with favorable geometry
vessels.
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The accident occurred in a building where various
chemical and metallurgical operations with plutonium
were performed. Operations were conducted on four,
6–hour, shifts per day. The accident occurred on the
19:00 to 01:00 (10–11 December) shift. An unfavor-
able geometry vessel was being used in an improvised
and unapproved operation as a temporary vessel for
storing plutonium organic solution. Two independent
handling operations with this same vessel and same
contents less than one hour apart led to two prompt
critical excursions, each one resulting in the severe
exposure of a worker. A weak excursion occurred
between the two energetic ones, when there were no
personnel present.

A small scale research and development operation
had been set up in a basement area to investigate the
purification properties of various organic extractants.
As originally built, the equipment and piping configu-
ration of this research operation precluded these
organics from reaching a set of two 1,000   l  tanks used
for the collection of very lean aqueous solutions
(<1 g Pu/  l) that were also in the basement. Due to a
combination of factors (changes to the piping, etc.),
organics had inadvertently and unknowingly migrated
in significant volume to one of these large aqueous
solution tanks in a nearby basement room.

Figures 23 and 24 show plan and elevation views of
these tanks, and the other vessels involved in the
accident by their location in the basement room. Each
tank had an operating volume of 800   l . Each was
equipped with neutron detectors located near the
bottom to monitor the plutonium concentration and to
detect any sediment accumulation.

On 10 December, the 19:00 shift supervisor
instructed an operator to sample the contents of tank 2
before transferring it to recovery operations. Since the
sampling device was out of order, the sample was
taken by lowering a glass vial on a thin line through
one of the upper level sensor ports [Figure 24]. The
results of the analysis indicated that the plutonium
concentration was ~0.6 g/  l .  Since the total volume of
solution in the tank was ~800 liters, the total plutonium
mass was ~480 g, which exceeded the criticality safety
mass limit of 400 g. According to regulations, the shift
supervisor then ordered that two additional confirma-
tory samples be taken.

When taking these additional samples, it was
noticed that the solution in both vials was a combina-
tion of organic and aqueous solution. The supervisor
ordered the decanting of the samples to remove the
organic solution before sending the samples for

17. Mayak Production Association, 10 December 1968

Plutonium solutions (aqueous and organic) in a 60 liter vessel; three excursions; one fatality, one serious
exposure.

analysis. In fact, two different organic extractants had
been used heavily in the nearby research operations
since tank 2 had been last cleaned. As a result, a layer
of organic solution with properties resulting from the
two different extractants had gradually formed on top
of the aqueous solution in tank 2.

The access port of tank 2 was then opened, and the
contents were visually inspected. This confirmed the
presence of the organic solution layer. Knowing that
the downstream equipment was not capable of properly
treating organic solution, the supervisor decided to first
remove the organic layer and then to transfer a part of
the aqueous solution into tank 1 to come into compli-
ance with the mass limits. These decisions were made
before the results of the confirmatory sample analyses
arrived.

The temporary arrangement of equipment used to
remove the organic solution from tank 2 is shown in
Figures 23 and 24. Two reinforced rubber hoses, 1.2 m
in length and 13 mm in internal diameter, were fixed
into the neck of a 20   l  glass bottle (usually used for
chemical reagents) with a cloth plug.  One hose was
connected to the vacuum line on tank 1 and the other
was lowered into tank 2 through its access port. If
the 20   l  bottle became full, it was decided that the
contents would be poured into a 60   l  vessel usually
used for the collection of very low concentration
wastes before reprocessing. The bottle and vessel were
placed on the platform above tanks 1 and 2. The use of
these types of temporary, improvised, setups as well as
the use of unfavorable geometry vessels were strictly
prohibited by existing regulations.

In the presence of and under instructions from the
shift supervisor, two operators used the improvised
setup to begin decanting the dark brown (indicative of
high plutonium concentration) organic solution. The
shift supervisor then left to tend to other duties. After
having filled the bottle with approximately 17 liters the
operators noted that there was still some amount of
organic solution remaining in tank 2. The bottle was
then emptied by pouring the contents into the 60   l
vessel. During the second filling of the bottle, a
mixture of aqueous and globules of organic solution
were being drawn into the bottle.  As a result the
operators stopped filling the bottle. One operator then
went on to other duties while the other went to the shift
supervisor for further instructions.

Under instructions from the supervisor, the second
operator resumed the decanting of the solution from
tank 2 to the bottle. By carefully adjusting the depth of
immersion of the hose from the access port the
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Figure 24.  Elevation view of the tanks involved in the accident.

Figure 23.  Plan view of the tanks involved in the accident.
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operator was again able to fill the bottle, this time to
nearly 20   l .  Having disconnected the bottle from the
hoses, the operator then poured its contents in the 60   l
vessel for a second time. After almost all of the
solution had been poured out of the bottle, the operator
saw a flash of light and felt a pulse of heat. Startled,
the operator dropped the bottle, ran down the stairs and
from the room. The bottle, which had only a small
amount of solution remaining, broke, splashing the
remaining contents around the base of the 60   l  vessel.

At the instant of the excursion (22:35), the critical-
ity alarm sounded in the room above the tanks. All
personnel promptly evacuated to the assigned location
(an underground tunnel connecting two adjacent
buildings). A similar criticality alarm system in a
building approximately 50 m away also sounded
almost immediately thereafter, but only for 3 to 5
seconds. After the first excursion, the radiation control
supervisor on duty informed the plant managers of the
accident. He then directed the operator to a decontami-
nation and medical facility, collected the dosimeters
(film badges) from all personnel, and strictly warned
them not to enter the building where the accident had
occurred.

A second excursion was recorded at 23:50, possibly
due to cooling of the solution or the release of gas due
to a chemical reaction within the solution. This
excursion was clearly weaker than the first as it was
detected only by thermal neutron detectors within 15 m
of the accident. It most likely did not attain prompt
criticality or lead to the ejection of solution from the
vessel. It occurred when all personnel were at the
emergency assembly location.

The shift supervisor insisted that the radiation
control supervisor permit him to enter the work area
where the accident had occurred. The radiation control
supervisor resisted, but finally accompanied the shift
supervisor back into the building. As they approached
the basement room where the accident had occurred,
the γ–radiation levels continued to rise.  The radiation
control supervisor prohibited the shift supervisor from
proceeding.  In spite of the prohibition, the shift
supervisor deceived the radiation control supervisor
into leaving the area and entered the room where the
accident had occurred.

The shift supervisor’s subsequent actions were not
observed by anyone. However, there was evidence that
he attempted to either remove the 60   l  vessel from the
platform, or to pour its contents down the stairs and
into a floor drain that led to a waste receiving tank.
(Solution was found on the floor near the drain and
around the 60   l  vessel at the top of the stairs.) What-
ever his actions, they caused a third excursion, larger
than the first two, activating the alarm system in both
buildings.

The shift supervisor, covered in Pu organic solution,
immediately exited the room and returned to the
underground tunnel. The shift supervisor was then sent
to the decontamination and medical facility. At 00:45
the site and building managers arrived. Based on an
analysis of available documentation, radiation monitor
readings, and interviews with personnel, a recovery plan
was developed. By 07:00 the solution in the 60   l  vessel
had been transferred to several favorable geometry
containers. A long handled, large radius of curvature
hose and a portable vacuum pump were used to transfer
the solution out of the vessel.

Both severely exposed personnel were flown to
Moscow for treatment on 11 December. Samples of
their blood showed very high 24Na activities. Adjusted
to the instant of the exposure, they were 5,000 decays/
min/m  l  (83 Bq/cm3) for the operator and 15,800 de-
cays/min/m  l  (263 Bq/cm3) for the shift supervisor. The
operator received an estimated absorbed dose of about
700 rem and the shift supervisor about 2,450 rem. The
operator developed acute, severe radiation sickness;
both his legs and one hand were amputated. He was still
living 31 years after the accident. The shift supervisor
died about one month after the accident.

The remaining personnel underwent medical evalua-
tions on the day of the accident. Their dosimeters (film
badges) which had just been issued to the personnel on
20 November and 21 November 1968, were used to
estimate their doses. The dosimeters indicated that only
6 out of the remaining 27 personnel received doses
exceeding 0.1 rem. Their doses were estimated to be
1.64 rem, 0.2 rem, and four with less than 0.15 rem. The
operator’s dosimeter was overexposed, and the shift
supervisor’s dosimeter, taken by the radiation control
supervisor after the first excursion, indicated a dose
0.44 rem.

Altogether, 19.14   l  of solution were recovered from
the 60   l  vessel. This was a mixture containing 12.83   l
of organic solution with a plutonium concentration of
55 g/  l  and 6.31   l  of aqueous solution with a plutonium
concentration of 0.5 g/  l . Therefore, the plutonium mass
that remained in the 60   l  vessel after the last excursion
was about 709 grams. The volume of organic solution
and plutonium mass spilled or ejected from the vessel
could only be estimated as 16   l  and 880 grams,
respectively.

The number of fissions in the two prompt critical
excursions was estimated from (1) the doses received by
the operator and shift supervisor and (2) the measured
exposure rate from fission product gamma–rays
(1.5 mR/s at 3 m from the vessel, 1 hour after the last
excursion). The number of fissions in the first excursion
was estimated at 3 × 1016, and in the last excursion
about 1017 fissions. The vessels containing the solution
were placed in an isolated room until the radiation levels
decayed to an acceptable level, at which time the
solution was reprocessed.
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This criticality accident is one of the more interest-
ing and complex because of the intricate configurations
involved. The plant was used to recover plutonium
from miscellaneous scrap, and the processes used were
thought to be subject to very effective controls.
Recovery operations started with a dissolver charge of
about 300 g of plutonium. Following dissolution, the
supernatant was transferred through a filter to a
conditioner vessel, where the concentration was
adjusted to between 6 and 7 g Pu/  l , less than the
minimum critical concentration.

The solution was vacuum lifted from the conditioner
to a transfer vessel (Figure 25). When the transfer was

completed, the vacuum was broken and the transfer
vessel contents were allowed to drain into a constant
volume feeder that supplied a favorable geometry,
pulsed, solvent extraction column. The connection
from the transfer vessel to the constant volume feeder
was through a trap 25 feet (7.6 m) in depth, that
prevented any potential backflow and thus controlled
contamination.

The excursion occurred on completion of the
transfer of a 50   l  batch of solution from the condi-
tioner to the transfer vessel. The small size
(1015 fissions) and brief duration (less than 10 s) of the
excursion precluded the termination of the excursion

18. Windscale Works, 24 August 197025,26,27

Plutonium organic solution in a transfer vessel; one excursion; insignificant exposures.

Figure 25.  Process equipment related to the criticality accident.

The investigation identified several contributing
factors to the accident:
• The shift supervisor’s decision to take actions that

were improvised, unauthorized, and against all
regulations, to recover from the plutonium mass
limit excess in tank 2.

• Changes to the original piping system that had
precluded organic solution transfers to the aqueous
solution tanks. As a result of these changes, organic
solution could be sent to these tanks in three differ-
ent ways. These included, (1) the operation of cer-

tain valves out of the proper sequence, (2) through
the vacuum and vent lines in the event of stop–valve
failures, and (3) through the purposeful transfer of
aqueous solution containing held up organic solu-
tion from the extraction facility

• A transfer from tank 1 to tank 2 of about 10   l  solu-
tion with an unknown plutonium content
on 10 December 1968 between 07:00 and 13:00.

The small scale organic solution research and
development operation was discontinued in this
building as a result of the accident.
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due to any energy based shutdown mechanism.
Radiation measurements indicated that the excursion
occurred in the transfer vessel, but the solution from
the conditioner was too lean to sustain criticality, and
the total quantity of plutonium in the batch (300 g) was
about 50% of the minimum critical mass. Thus, it was
feared that the transfer vessel might contain large
quantities of solids, perhaps tens of kilograms and that
any disturbance of the system might cause another,
possibly much larger, excursion.

A 6 inch (150 mm) diameter hole was cut through
the concrete roof, and the vacuum line to the transfer
vessel was opened. The interior of the transfer vessel
was inspected with a fiber-optics system (developed
specifically for this recovery operation) and was found
to contain liquid. A small diameter plastic line was
inserted into the vessel and 2.5   l  aliquots were
siphoned to a collection point in an adjacent building.
Inspection of the liquid revealed tributyl phosphate and
kerosene with a specific gravity of 0.96 that contained
55 g Pu/  l . Aqueous solution from the conditioner had
a specific gravity of 1.3. A column 25 feet (7.6 m) in
height of aqueous solution in one arm of the trap was
sufficient to balance approximately 33.8 feet (10.3 m)
of solvent in the other arm. Thus any solvent intro-
duced into the transfer vessel was held in the arm and
could accumulate until the volume of solvent corre-
sponded to a height of 33.8 feet (10.3 m) above the
bottom of the trap. Some 39   l , containing about
2.15 kg Pu, were present. Degradation of the solvent
indicated it had been trapped in the transfer vessel for
several months and perhaps for as long as 2 years.

Each time a batch of aqueous solution was pro-
cessed through the transfer vessel, the organic extract-
ant would strip some plutonium from the aqueous
solution. With each transfer, the plutonium concentra-
tion in the tributyl phosphate and kerosene increased.
The operation that resulted in the excursion probably
added about 30 g of plutonium to the solvent. Periodic
plant cleanout by flushing nitric acid through the
system presumably reduced the plutonium concentra-
tion in the trapped solvent. Thus, the concentration

may have been slowly increased, then been abruptly
reduced. Several such cycles could have been repeated
before the system achieved criticality. The drain rate of
the transfer vessel was not sufficient to account for the
brief duration of the excursion.

A transparent plastic mockup of the transfer vessel
was used to observe the configuration of the liquids
during transfer. The situation existing during the
transfer is shown in Figure 26A. Rich organic (55 g/  l)
is floating on top of lean aqueous solution (6 to 7 g/  l).
The aqueous solution stream pouring into the center of
the vessel provides a region of low reactivity. Between
the organic and aqueous is a region of mixed phases,
about 3 inches (7.6 cm) thick near the axis of the
vessel. This configuration is subcritical.

Just after completion of the transfer (Figure 26B)
the central plug of aqueous solution has disappeared,
the region of mixed phases is still present, and the
configuration has reached the state of maximum
reactivity. Separation of the two phases occurs within a
few seconds of completing the transfer (Figure 26C).
Monte Carlo calculations have indicated that the
reactivity of Figure 26B is about 5 $ greater than that
of Figure 26A and about 10 to 15 $ greater than
Figure 26C.

Apparently, there was sufficient time between nitric
acid washes for the plutonium concentration to
increase until the system became slightly supercritical
at the conclusion of a transfer, tripping the criticality
alarms.

Two people were in the plant at the time of the
accident. One received an estimated dose of 2 rad, the
other less than 1 rad.

This excursion illustrates the subtle ways in which
accidents can occur during solution processing.
Although the deep trap was considered a safety feature
for the control of contamination, it contributed directly
to the criticality accident. The difficulty of understand-
ing what had happened, even after it was known in
which vessel the excursion occurred, is an excellent
example of the impracticability inherent in attempting
to calculate criticality accident probabilities for
specific processes.

Figure  26.  Solution
transfer as re-
constructed from the
transparent plastic
mockup of the transfer
vessel. Configuration
(B) is the postulated
state at the time of the
accident.

Vacuum

B CA
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19. Idaho Chemical Processing Plant, 17 October 197828,29,101

Uranyl nitrate solution, U(82), in a lower disengagement section of a scrubbing column; excursion history
unknown; insignificant exposures.

The accident occurred in a shielded operation of a
fuel reprocessing plant in which solutions from the
dissolution of irradiated reactor fuel were processed by
solvent extraction to remove fission products and
recover the enriched uranium.

In the solvent extraction process, immiscible
aqueous and organic streams counter–flow through
columns while in intimate contact and, through control
of chemistry, material is transferred from one stream to
the other. A string of perforated plates along the axes
of the columns was driven up and down forming a
“pulsed column” that increased the effectiveness of
contact between the two streams. The large diameter
regions at the top and bottom of the columns were
disengagement sections where the aqueous and organic
streams separated.

In this particular system (Figure 27), less dense
organic (a mixture of tributyl phosphate and kerosene)
was fed into the bottom of the G–111 column while an
aqueous stream containing the uranium and fission
products was fed into the top. As the streams passed
through the pulsed column, uranium was extracted
from the aqueous stream by the organic with fission
products remaining in the aqueous stream. The
aqueous stream containing fission products was
sampled from the bottom of the G–111 column to
verify compliance with uranium discard limits before
being sent to waste storage tanks. The organic product
stream (containing about 1 g U/  l) from the top of the
G–111 was fed into a second column, H–100, at the
bottom of its lower disengagement section.

In H–100, the organic product was contacted by a
clean aqueous stream (fed into the top) to scrub out
residual fission products. The aqueous stream was
buffered with aluminum nitrate to a concentration of
0.75 molar to prevent significant transfer of uranium
from the organic stream to the aqueous stream. In
normal operation, a small amount of uranium (about
0.15 g/  l) would be taken up by the aqueous stream,
which was, therefore, fed back and blended with the
aqueous recovery feed going into G–111. The organic
stream from H–100, normally about 0.9 g U/  l , went
on to a third column, where the uranium was stripped
from the organic by 0.005 molar nitric acid. The output
of the stripping column then went to mixer settlers
where additional purification took place. Still further
downstream, the uranium solution went to an evapora-
tor where it was concentrated to permit efficient
recovery of the uranium.

Several factors contributed to this accident. The
water valve on the aluminum nitrate make–up tank
(PM–106) used for the preparation of the aqueous feed

for the scrubbing column, H–100, had been leaking for
about a month prior to the accident. Over time, this
leak caused a dilution of the feed solution from 0.75 M
to 0.08 M. The 13,400   l  make–up tank was equipped
with a density alarm that would have indicated the
discrepancy, but the alarm was inoperable. A density
alarm was scheduled to be installed on the 3,000   l
process feed tank (PM–107) that was filled, as neces-
sary, from the make–up tank, but this had not been
done. The make–up tank was instrumented with a
strip–chart recorder showing the solution level in the
tank. However, the leak into the tank was so slow that
the change in level would have not have been discern-
ible unless several days worth of the chart was ana-
lyzed. To complicate matters, the chart recorder had
run out of paper on 29 September and it was not
replaced until after the accident. Furthermore, proce-
dures that required the taking of samples from the feed
tank, PM–107, to confirm the density, were not being
followed.

Figure 27.  First cycle extraction line equipment. The
accident occurred in the lower disengagement section
of the H-100 column.
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The out–of–specification aqueous feed to the H–100
scrubbing column caused it to operate as a stripper
rather than as a scrubber. Some of the enriched
uranium was removed from the H–100 column organic
and recycled into the input of G–111. This partially
closed loop resulted in a steady increase in the uranium
inventory in the two columns. Each time diluted
solution was added to the feed tank from the make–up
tank, the aluminum nitrate concentration in the feed
was further reduced and stripping became more
effective until the excursion occurred.

Analyses of the aqueous feed for column H–100
(feed tank PM–107) showed the proper concentration
of 0.7 M aluminum nitrate on 15 September 1978.
Samples taken on 27 September and 18 October (the
day after the accident) had concentrations of 0.47 M
and 0.084 M, respectively. Concentrations of alumi-
num nitrate less than 0.5 M would allow some strip-
ping of uranium from the organic, and the final
aluminum nitrate concentration would result in almost
all of the uranium being stripped from the organic.

The feed tank (PM–107) was filled with aluminum
nitrate solution from the make–up tank (PM–106) at
about 18:30, on 17 October. At approximately 20:00,
the process operator was having difficulty in control-
ling the H–100 column. During his efforts to maintain
proper operation, he reduced the system pressure
causing an increased aqueous flow from H–100 back to
G–111. At approximately 20:40, a plant stack radiation
monitor alarmed, probably because of fission products
in the plant stack gases. Shortly after this alarm,
several other alarms activated and the plant stack
monitor gave a full–scale reading. The shift supervisor
and the health physicist went outside the building and
detected radiation levels up to 100 mrem/h. At 21:03,
the shift supervisor ordered the building evacuated, and
by 21:06 an orderly evacuation had been completed.
Road blocks were established and management was
notified.

It is probable that as the uranium inventory in the
bottom of H–100 increased the system achieved the
delayed critical state, then became slightly super-
critical. As the power increased, the temperature rose
compensating for the reactivity introduced by the
additional uranium. This process would continue as
long as the uranium addition was slow and until the
reduced pressure on the column permitted more rapid
addition of uranium and a sharp increase in reactivity.
The system is thought to have approached prompt
criticality, at which time the rate of power increase
would have been determined by the neutron lifetime
(on the order of milliseconds).

Prior to evacuating, the process operator shut off all
feed to the first cycle extraction process, but did not
stop the pulsation of the columns. The continuation of
the pulse action after the feed was turned off probably
led to better mixing of the solution in the bottom

section of H–100 and terminated the excursion. Later
analysis showed that the excursion had occurred in the
lower disengagement section of the H–100 column.
Records indicate the reaction rate increased very
slowly until late in the sequence, when a sharp rise in
power occurred. The uranium inventory in Column H–
100 was estimated to have been about 10 kg, compared
with slightly less than 1 kg during normal operation.
The total number of fissions during the excursion was
estimated to be 2.7 × 1018.

Several factors contributed to this accident.
• The water valve on the aluminum nitrate make-up

tank (PM-106) used for preparation of the aqueous
had been leaking for about a month prior to the
accident.

• Significantly more solution had been transferred
from the make–tank to the feed tank than should
have been available (because of the leak). This was
not noticed by any of the plant staff.

• The chart recorder for the make–up tank that would
have shown the solution level had run out of paper
weeks earlier. The paper was not replaced until after
the accident.

• The density recorder and alarm on the aluminum
nitrate feed tank, PM–107, had not been installed
even though it appeared on the controlled drawings
of the plant.

• The operating procedure that required sampling
before transfer between the aluminum nitrate
make–up and feed tanks was not followed. Further-
more the procedure actually used on the process
floor was an older out–of–date version that did not
contain this requirement.

• In the two years preceding the accident, the experi-
ence level of the operators had decreased dramati-
cally.

• The safety analysis prepared in 1974 identified the
criticality risk if the aluminum nitrate scrub feed
were to become dilute, but incorrecly assumed that
stoppage of the scrub feed was also necessary. The
evaluation process had been excessively focused on
the physics of subcriticality and not on risk assess-
ment.

There were no significant personnel exposures and
no damage to process equipment. As a direct result of
this event, the plant suffered an extended and expen-
sive shutdown. Operating procedures were reviewed in
detail and revised as appropriate. Increased emphasis
was given to plant maintenance and operator training.
An extensive and highly instrumented plant protection
system involving redundant sensors and redundant
automatic safety controls was installed. The impor-
tance of maintenance of safety related equipment and
the need for adherence to well developed operating
procedures were reemphasized by this accident.
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Figure 28.  Storage container.

Various operations with α-phase plutonium metal
ingots were performed in Building 901, Department 1,
of this plant. There were 16 interconnected gloveboxes
manned by a total of 7 operators. Although the
operators were trained on all of the individual opera-
tions, each would be assigned only a particular subset
at the beginning of each shift. By written procedure, it
was not allowed for an operator to deviate from his
assigned tasks even if the deviation involved assisting
others with their tasks.

Transfer and temporary storage of the ingots within
the gloveboxes was accomplished using cylindrical
storage containers designed specifically for this
purpose. The containers were lined with a  0.5 mm
thick cadmium layer and had a 30 mm thick shell of
polyethylene encased in a stainless steel sleeve
(Figure 28). The design decreased the neutron interac-
tion for a planar array to such a degree that it was not
necessary to control the number or storage arrange-
ment of the containers within any of the gloveboxes.

The ingots were produced from a direct oxide
reduction process and were in the shape of a frustum of
a cone. The dimensions of the ingots are no longer

20. Siberian Chemical Combine, 13 December 1978

Plutonium metal ingots in a storage container; single excursion; one serious exposure, seven significant
exposures.

known. Depending on the origin of the feed material
the upper mass limit of an ingot was either 2 kg (waste
recovery, precipitation/calcination) or 4 kg (relatively
pure oxide). The general administrative limit for the
storage containers in this building allowed up to
2 ingots totaling 4 kg or less. However, the size of the
container did not preclude the possibility of loading
multiple ingots to levels in excess of a critical mass. It
was assumed that the operating personnel, because of
their proficiency and discipline, would not make gross
errors (more than twice the administrative limit) in
loading the containers or ignore the safety limits.

Glovebox 13, where the criticality accident took
place, consisted of three workstations, (1391-A,
1391-B, and 1392, see Figure 29) and was connected
to gloveboxes 12 and 6 by a pass–through port and
conveyor, respectively. All of the ingots produced at
the plant passed through this glovebox operation. For
these particular workstations, the administrative limit
for the containers was even stricter, allowing only one
ingot regardless of its mass. Workstation 1391-A was
used for extracting drill samples (up to 0.1 g) for
chemical analysis of the impurities. The ingots were
weighed in workstation 1391-B, where the samples
were also temporarily stored. Workstation 1392 was
used for measuring the dimensions of the ingots.
Within the workstations the ingots were removed and
returned to their original containers one at a time. The
workstations were equipped with pass–through ports in
the connecting walls, gloveports, and 50 mm thick
leaded glass windows. The front of the workstation
had a 30 mm thick lead shield to reduce the γ-radiation
from the plutonium.

At the beginning of the shift on 13 December 1978,
three containers were in workstation 1391-B, and four
containers were in workstation 1392, each with one
ingot. The ingots are numbered sequentially in
Figure 29 for the purpose of the discussion that
follows. Although the containers are depicted as being
linearly arranged, in actuality the containers holding
ingots 4 and 5 were behind those with ingots 6 and 7,
making visual inspection of the contents more difficult

Figure 29.  A simplified layout of Glovebox 13.
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than implied by the figure. At the time of the accident,
processing of six of the ingots had been completed, and
only ingot 3 needed to remain in 1391-B. According to
the shift instructions, Operator A was to
1. transfer the six processed ingots to glovebox 6, and to

2. transfer four ingots from glovebox 6 and two from
glovebox 12 to glovebox 13 for processing.

The intended order of ingot transfers, as specified in
the shift instructions, is illustrated in Figure 30. The
actual order of ingot transfer is shown in Figure 31,
Frames 1 through 6. Operator A transferred two ingots,
6 and 7, from workstation 1392 to glovebox 6. These
ingots were replaced in workstation 1392 by two ingots,
8 and 9, from glovebox 6. Both of these actions were in
accordance with the shift instructions.

Motivated by production pressures to conduct the
ingot transfers as soon as practical, Operator A (without
authorization and in violation of procedures) requested
Operator B to assist him. Operator A then instructed
Operator B to transfer ingots 1 and 2 to glovebox 6 and
to reload their containers with ingots 10 and 11 from
glovebox 12. However, Operator B, who was not
working from written instructions, instead transferred
ingot 3 into the container already holding ingot 4,
violating the container administrative limit. Operator B
then transferred ingot 10 from glovebox 12 to the
container that previously held ingot 3 within 1391-B.

Operator A, who had left the area to perform other
tasks, then returned and resumed the work as per the
shift instructions, assuming, but not confirming, that
Operator B had performed the tasks requested.
Operator A then transferred ingots 1 and 2, believing
them to be ingots 10 and 11, into the same container
already holding ingots 3 and 4 (data on the individual
ingots as to size and mass are not well known). The

actions of Operator A, even if the container in 1392 had
been empty, were also a direct violation of the container
administrative limit. Frames 5 and 6 of Figure 32 show
these transfers.

While placing the fourth ingot, 1 (mass less than
2 kg), into the container, Operator A experienced an
instantaneous and significant rise in the temperature near
his hands and arms and saw a flash of light. The
excursion was immediately terminated due to thermal
expansion and the removal or ejection of ingot 1. The
total mass of the four ingots was 10.68 kg. At the same
instant, the criticality alarm sounded in two buildings,
901 and 925, causing all personnel to evacuate. The
alarm system detectors were G-M tubes with activation
thresholds of 110 mR/h.

After the alarm systems had sounded, Operator A
removed two of the three remaining ingots from the
container, moving one into workstation 1391-A, and the
other into 1391-B. During the investigation, the operator
could not clearly recall if he had instinctively removed
his hand while still holding the fourth ingot or if it had
been forcefully ejected as the result of a sudden thermal
expansion brought on by the rapid energy release.

Plutonium samples were taken from each of the four
ingots and analyzed for 140La content using gamma–ray
spectrometry. From this the number of fissions in this
single excursion was estimated to be 3 × 1015.
Operator A received an estimated total body dose of
250 rad, and more than 2,000 rad to his arms and hands,
necessitating amputation up to the elbows. Later his
eyesight also became impaired. Seven other people
located at various distances from glovebox 13 received
doses between 5 and 60 rad, with the predominant
contribution being from fast neutrons. The equipment
was not damaged and no contamination resulted.

Figure 30.  Intended sequence for the transfer of ingots from and to Glovebox 13.
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Figure 31.  Actual order of ingot transfers from and to Glovebox 13. The solid lines represent the actions of operator A
and the dotted lines the actions of operator B.
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This accident occurred in Building 17 where highly
enriched U(90) fuel rods were fabricated from UO2
and aluminum, using the powder metallurgy method.
The final process prior to placing a rod into its alumi-
num cladding was chemical etching. The objective of
this operation was to remove microscopic defects on
the rod surfaces to ensure tight contact between the rod
and its cladding. The major components of the process
equipment are shown in Figure 32.

The etching process involved consecutively immers-
ing a batch of rods into three separate vessels filled
with sodium hydroxide (alkali), water, and nitric acid,
respectively. As a result of a chemical reaction with the
sodium hydroxide, some of the aluminum particles on
the surface of the rods formed the precipitates, NaAlO3
and Al(OH)3. The etching process leached a small
fraction of the uranium dioxide from the rods which
was also deposited on the bottom of the alkali vessel.
The rods were then washed in the second vessel with
water to remove as much alkali as possible. In the final
vessel of nitric acid, any traces of alkali were neutral-
ized and the rods were etched to their final size by
dissolving UO2 particles from their surfaces.

21. Novosibirsk Chemical Concentration Plant, 15 May 1997

Uranium oxide slurry and crust, U(70), in the lower regions of two parallel vessels; multiple excursions;
insignificant exposures.

Once the etching process with one batch of rods
was completed, the contents from all three immersion
vessels was gravity drained to a 130 mm diameter
cylindrical collection vessel. As the collection vessel
filled, the etching solution was pumped to receiver
vessels 59-A and 59-B through a 64 mm diameter pipe
that was about 100 m in length. Eventually, the etching
solution would be transferred from the receiver vessels
to the uranium recovery section of the building.

The etching process had been standardized 13 years
before the criticality accident. During this 13 year
period, the controlled parameters were the number of
rods per batch, the temperature, the concentration of
the reagents, and the duration of the immersion
operations. Uranium content in the etching solutions
was not measured. In fact, since all of the equipment,
with the exception of the immersion vessels, was of
favorable geometry (according to design and records),
there was no capability within the building to deter-
mine the uranium content of the etching solutions.
Precipitate formation and uranium deposition in the
service piping was also not monitored.

In 1996 a solid UO2 deposit was discovered in the
collection vessel when it was opened and inspected.
The 5.5 kg deposit (uranium mass fraction of ~69%)
was gradually removed by dissolving it with nitric
acid. Analyses showed that the deposit had been
forming for over 10 years since it contained some
uranium enriched to only 36% by weight. Uranium
enriched to 36% by weight had not been processed
since around 1986 when a switch to U(90) was made.

Despite the discovery of this deposit, the logical
search for similar deposits in the service piping and in
the receiver vessels was not initiated, primarily
because the criticality safety limits for those compo-
nents did not include requirements to monitor for
uranium accumulation. In fact, for the purposes of the
annual material inventory, the entire building was
designated as one fissile material balance area.
Therefore, the small fraction of uranium being depos-
ited in the receiver vessels per batch of rods went
unnoticed because of the large size of the fissile
material balance area.

The receiver vessels were of slab geometry, with
common inlet and outlet lines for the transfer of
solutions. Each vessel was 3.5 m in height and 2 m in
length, with a design thickness of 100 mm and an
operating volume of ~650   l . Both vessels were made
from 4 mm thick stainless steel. The distance between
the vessels was 0.8 m, and they were mounted ~0.75 m
above the concrete floor. Dimensional control of the
thickness was provided by internal steel rods welded

Figure 32.  Major components of the chemical-etching
process.
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*Each monitoring station was equipped with three plastic scintillator gamma-ray detectors. Each station was designed to alarm if
any two detectors exceeded the trip point of ~36 mR/h.

on a 0.4 m square pitch grid. The bottom of the vessels
were sloped ~20 degrees toward the drain. Steel sheets
were placed at 140 mm from the outside surfaces
(3.5 m × 2 m) to preclude close reflection.

When the vessels were installed they had been
approved for use with uranium enriched to a maximum
of 36%. However, the nuclear regulatory authority had
not been consulted when the change to the higher
enrichment, U(90), was implemented.

At 10:00, Thursday 15 May 1997, after completing
the etching of a batch of rods, an operator drained the
etching solutions from the immersion vessels into the
collection vessel. A pump was then turned on for about
15 minutes to transfer the etching solutions to the
receiver vessels.

At 10:55, the criticality alarm system, which
included 12 monitoring stations,* sounded in Build-
ing 17, and personnel promptly evacuated. Emergency
response personnel arrived, and health physicists began
an assessment of the radiation levels both inside and
outside of the building.

Based on exposure rate measurements made with
portable instruments, the accident location was
determined to be receiver vessels 59-A and 59-B
located on the ground floor. Twenty–five minutes after
the alarm had sounded, the exposure rate 0.5 m from
the receiver vessels was ~10 R/h.

As a recovery action, it was decided to pump
borated solution into the receiver vessels using the
same system for transferring the etching solutions. A
natural boron solution was prepared by mixing 20 kg
of dry boric acid with water. The borated solution was
first introduced into the collection vessel and then
transferred through the normal piping to the receiver
vessels. After transferring the borated solution, the
receiver vessels were almost completely filled; the
remaining free volume in each vessel was about 30   l .

Despite this action, the alarms once again sounded
at 18:50 that same day, indicating that a second
excursion had occurred. This was followed by a third
excursion at 22:05, and a fourth and fifth at 02:27 and
07:10 on 16 May.

After additional analysis of the situation, it was
decided to alter the manner in which solution was fed
into the receiver vessels. A method of producing a
forced circulation of a highly concentrated solution of
lithium chloride was implemented. Lithium chloride
was chosen rather than boric acid because of its much
higher solubility. To ensure the safety of the personnel
involved, injection of lithium chloride was delayed
until after the sixth excursion took place at 13:00. At

14:00, the forced circulation of the lithium chloride
solution was begun and the system was driven perma-
nently subcritical.

After several hours of circulation and intensive
mixing of the solution, it was sampled for chemical
analysis. The results of the analysis showed the
following concentrations:

Uranium  6 g/  l ,
Lithium   6 g/  l ,
Boron      0.5 g/  l ,

and an overall solution pH between 9 and 11.
Given this concentration of uranium and a total

solution volume of ~1,300   l  in the two receiver
vessels, the uranium mass was estimated to be ~7.8 kg.
This result was at odds with design calculations that
indicated a minimum critical mass in excess of 100 kg
of 235U at concentrations well above 50 g/  l  for this
two vessel system. It was conjectured that this discrep-
ancy could be explained either by the differences
between the design and actual thickness of the receiver
vessels or by additional uranium deposits within the
vessels. The investigation proceeded to examine both
possibilities.

The possibility that the receiver vessels contained
additional uranium in the form of deposits was
reinforced by filtering solution samples during the
circulation process. The pure solution that passed
through the filter had a uranium concentration of only
~0.3 g/  l , i.e., 20 times smaller than before filtration.
Therefore, the well mixed 6 g/  l  solution was more
accurately characterized as a slurry of UO2 particles,
rather than a true solution. Periodic draining of the
tanks would have left behind a wet paste of precipitates
that may have hardened over time.

A portable, collimated detector was then used to
determine the distribution of the uranium in the
receiver vessels by measuring the fission product
gamma–rays. In order to decrease the background,
12 mm thick lead shielding was placed between the
receiver vessels. As a result of gamma scanning of the
vessels’ lateral surfaces, it was determined that the
uranium was located almost exclusively in the bottom
regions of both vessels, distributed similarly, and
covering about 1 m2 in area. Furthermore, the uranium
mass of the deposit in vessel 59-A was about 2.8 times
greater than that in vessel 59-B.

On 20 May, the cleaning of the receiver vessels was
begun. The tanks were first drained and UO2 particles
were filtered out and dissolved in favorable geometry
vessels using nitric acid. Remaining in the vessels, as
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had been conjectured, was solidified (~2 g/cm3) crust
containing uranium. This crust was dissolved directly
in the vessels again using nitric acid. The uranyl nitrate
solutions that were produced were transferred to
favorable geometry vessels and placed in storage. A
second γ-scanning of the vessels on 29 May confirmed
that as much of the deposits as practical had been
removed. The total mass of uranium recovered was
~24.4 kg at an average enrichment of 70% by weight.

To determine the actual thickness of the receiver
vessels, a large device capable of measuring the
distance between two opposite, external surface points
with a margin of error of ~3% was constructed. A
complete characterization of the thickness of both
receiver vessels was then generated. At several points,
the internal thickness was determined to be 132 mm,
i.e., ~32% greater than the design thickness. On the
average, the internal thickness in the region of the
deposits was ~17% greater than the design thickness,
or about 117 mm, a factor that clearly reduced the
criticality safety margin. The location of the solid crust
was closely correlated with the deformed regions.

Before the first excursion, uranium was present in
both receiver vessels in three forms, the solid crust, the
unknown density UO2 particle slurry, and the low
concentration solution. Transfer of etching solutions
into and out of the receiver vessels occurred up to
300 times a year. The crust and slurry that consisted of
a mixture of uranium dioxide, aluminum hydroxide,
and other particulates had accumulated gradually over
many years. This, coupled with the deformation of the
vessels, ultimately resulted in the criticality accident.

The dynamics of the excursions were estimated by
analyzing the response of the various alarm system
detectors and by analysis of the 140La and 235U in

samples of the UO2 particles taken on 20 May. The
detectors were located at 12 monitoring stations.
However, during the excursions, at most only three of
the monitoring stations alarmed, indicating very low
peak power for each excursion. These three stations
were located on the ground, first, and second floors
directly above one another. From the central control
room, health physicists documented the sequence of
excursions, the response of the detectors, and the
length of time that the detector alarm threshold
(36 mR/h) was exceeded (Figure 33).

Using known distances, the thickness of the floors
and ceilings, and prompt gamma–ray attenuation
coefficients for concrete, power doubling times (T1/2)
and uncompensated excessive reactivity estimates (¢)
for the first three excursions were made. The ratio (f)
of the total number of fissions to those that occurred in
the first excursion was also estimated. These results are
shown in Table 8.

Positive reactivity was introduced into the system as
the concentration of the UO2 slurry increased under
gravity. After each excursion, the system was driven
subcritical as radiolytic gas generation decreased the
density of the system. The absolute value of these

Figure 33.  Sequence of alarms and duration that the radiation levels exceeded the alarm level (36 mR/h).

Table 8. Characteristics of the First Three
Excursions

Excursion

Parameter 1 2 3
T1/2 (sec) 1.5 77 147
¢ 67 9 5
f 1.000 0.130 0.075
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competing reactivity effects proved to decrease with
each additional excursion. After the fifth excursion, the
system achieved a quasi-stationary state, which if not
terminated artificially, could have persisted for an
indefinite time.

Based on 140La activity, the total number of fissions
in the two receiver vessels was estimated to be
~5.5 × 1015. The number of fissions for each excursion
were then calculated to be
• 4.3 × 1015,

• 5.6 × 1014,

• 3.2 × 1014, and

• ~1014 for each of excursions 4 through 6.

No contamination occurred and doses to personnel
were insignificant. The collective dose for the closest
20 people did not exceed 0.4 rem. The equipment was
not damaged, although the facility remained shutdown
for about three months. The cause of the deformation
of the receiver vessels was not known, but it was
suspected that it occurred gradually over many years.
The vessels were replaced, and a regular monitoring
program for both uranium accumulation and vessel
integrity was instituted.

The accident occurred in the Fuel Conversion Test
Building at the JCO company site in Toki-mura,
Ibarakin prefecture, Japan. The building housed
equipment to produce either uranium dioxide powder
or uranyl nitrate solution from source materials such as
uranium hexafluoride or U3O8. This building was one
of three on site that was licensed to operate with fissile
materials. The other two housed large-scale production
equipment for the conversion of UF6 to UO2 for
commercial light water reactors and handled only
uranium enriched to 5% or less. The Fuel Conversion
Test Building was much smaller, and was used only
infrequently for special projects.  It was authorized to
handle uranium in enrichments up to 20%. At the time
of the accident, U(18.8) fuel processing was underway,
with the product intended for the Joyo experimental
breeder reactor at the Oarai site of the Japan Nuclear
Cycle Development Institute (JNC). The small size
(~300 x 500 meters) and inner-city location of the JCO
Tokai site contributed to a unique aspect of this
accident; this was the first process criticality accident
in which measurable exposures occurred to off-site
personnel (members of the public).

The operation required the preparation of about
16.8 kg of U(18.8) as 370 g/l uranyl nitrate that was to
be shipped, as solution, offsite for the subsequent
manufacture of reactor fuel. The process was being
performed in separate batches to comply with the
criticality controls. Procedures specified different
uranium mass limits for different enrichment ranges.
For the 16 to 20 % range the limit was 2.4 kg uranium.
A simplified depiction of the main process equipment
and material flow for preparing and packaging the

22. JCO Fuel Fabrication Plant, 30 September 199930,31,32

Uranyl nitrate solution, U(18.8), in a precipitation vessel; multiple excursions; two fatalities, one significant
exposure.

uranyl nitrate, as specified in the license between the
JCO Company and the federal government, is shown in
Figure 34-A.

Three operators had begun the task on 29 Septem-
ber, the day prior to the accident, but were operating
according to the procedure indicated in Figure 34-B.
There were basically two deviations from the license-
authorized procedure that were associated with the
actual operations. First, the company procedure that
the operators were to have followed, specified that the
dissolution step was to be conducted in open, 10-liter,
stainless steel buckets instead of the dissolution vessel
indicated. This change was known to have saved about
one hour in dissolution time.

The much more serious procedural departure,
however, was the transfer of the nitrate solution into
the unfavorable geometry precipitation vessel instead
of the prescribed, favorable geometry columns. This
deviation was apparently motivated by the difficulty of
filling the product containers from the storage col-
umns. The drain cock below the columns was only
about 10 cm above the floor. The precipitation vessel
had not only a stirrer to assure a uniform product but
greatly facilitated the filling of the product containers.

On 29 September the operators completed the
dissolution of four, 2.4 kg batches. The solution was
first transferred to a five liter flask and then hand
poured through a funnel into the precipitation vessel.
The precipitation vessel was 450 mm diameter by
610 mm high with a capacity of about 100 liters.
Figure 35 is a photograph of the actual precipitation
vessel, interconnected piping, ports through which
materials could be added, and the stairs on which one
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operator stood to pour the solution. The second
operator stood on the floor and held the funnel.
Completion of the four batches concluded the three-
person team’s work for that day.

The next day, 30 September, the three operators
began dissolving the final three batches that would be
required to complete the job. After transferring batches
five and six, the pouring of the seventh batch was
begun around 10:35. Almost at the end of the pour
(183 g of uranium were recovered from the flask) the
gamma alarms sounded in this building and in the two
nearby commercial fuel buildings. Workers evacuated
from all buildings according to prescribed plans and
proceeded to the muster area on site. At this location,
gamma ray dose rates far above background were
detected and it was suspected that a criticality accident
had occurred and was ongoing.

The muster location was then moved to a more
remote part of the plant site where dose rates were near
to background values. The excursion continued for
nearly twenty hours before it was terminated by
deliberate actions authorized and directed by govern-

Figure 34. Authorized and executed procedures.

ment officials. During this time there were several
noteworthy aspects of this accident. First, the JCO
Company was not prepared to respond to a criticality
accident - the gamma alarms were not part of a
criticality accident alarm system. In fact, the license
agreement stated that a criticality accident was not a
credible event. Thus expertise and neutron detectors
had to be brought in from nearby nuclear facilities.
Various monitoring devices at the facility as well as the
nearby Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
(JAERI), recorded the excursion history.  These
showed, after a large initial spike, that the power level
quasi-stabilized, dropping gradually by about a factor
of two over the first ~17 hours.

About 4.5 hours after the start of the accident,
radiation readings taken at the site boundary nearest to
a residential house and a commercial establishment
showed combined neutron and gamma ray dose rates
of about 5 mSv/hour. At this time the Mayor of Tokai-
mura recommended that residents living within a
350 m radius of the JCO plant evacuate to more remote
locations. After 12 hours, local, Ibaraki-ken, govern-
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Figure 35. The precipitation vessel in which the process criticality accident occurred.
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ment authorities, recommended that residents within a
10 km radius of the plant remain indoors because of
measurable airborne fission product activity.

Shortly after midnight, plans were carried out to
attempt to terminate the excursion. It was decided to
drain the cooling water from the jacket surrounding the
lower half of the precipitation vessel in the recognition
that this might remove sufficient reactivity to cause
subcriticality. Several teams of three operators each
were sent, one at a time, to accomplish this job. The
piping that fed the jacket was accessible from immedi-
ately outside the building, but it was difficult to
disassemble and the workers were limited to exposures
of less than 0.1 Sv each.

When the piping was finally opened at about 17
hours into the accident, not all the water drained from
the jacket. This was determined from the various
monitoring devices that showed a power drop of about
a factor of four and then a leveling off again, indicating
that the excursion was not terminated. Complete
removal of the water from the jacket was eventually
accomplished by forcing argon gas through the piping,
again, without entering the building. This led to the
shutdown of the reaction at about twenty hours. To
assure permanent subcriticality, boric acid was added
to the precipitation vessel through a long rubber hose.

A few weeks after the accident, allowing for
radiation levels to decay, the solution was sampled
from the vessel and analyzed. Based on fission product
analysis, it was determined that the total yield of the
accident was about 2.5 × 1018 fissions. While there
were no radiation detectors that recorded the details of
the first few minutes of the excursion history, the
operators’ exposures and the neutron detector readings
at the JAERI-NAKA site provide strong evidence that
the reactivity exceeded prompt critical. Experimental
results from simulated criticality accidents in
solutions2,3,4 would then support a first spike yield of 4
to 8 × 1016 fissions.

The two workers involved in the actual pouring
operation were severely overexposed, with estimated
doses of 16 to 20 and 6 to 10 GyEq respectively. The
third operator was a few meters away at a desk when
the accident occurred and received an estimated 1 to
4.5 GyEq dose. All three operators were placed under
special medical care. The operator standing on the
floor holding the funnel at the time of the accident died
82 days later. The operator pouring the solution into
the funnel died 210 days after the accident. The least
exposed operator left the hospital almost three months
after the accident.

Factors contributing to the accident, in addition to
the stated procedural violations, likely included:
1) a weak understanding by personnel at all levels in

JCO of the factors that influence criticality in a
general sense, and specifically, a lack of realiza-
tion that the 45 liters of solution, while far sub-
critical in the intended storage tanks, could be
supercritical in the unfavorable geometry precipi-
tation vessel;

2) company pressures to operate more efficiently;

3) the mind-set at all levels within JCO and the
regulatory authority that a criticality accident was
not a credible event; this mind-set resulted in an
inadequate review of procedures, plans, equip-
ment layout, human factors, etc. by both the com-
pany and the licensing officials.

The Government decided to cancel the license of
JCO operations, and the JCO was likely to accept the
decision at the time of the printing of this report.

Of the approximately 200 residents who were
evacuated from within the 350 m radius, about 90%
received doses less than 5 mSv and, of the remaining,
none received more than 25 mSv. While there was
measurable contamination from airborne fission
products on local plant life, maximum readings were
less than 0.01 mSv/hr and short-lived.
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In this section, we examine the physical and
neutronic characteristics of criticality accidents that
have occurred in nuclear processing facilities of the
Russian Federation, the United States, the United
Kingdom, and Japan. To assess the validity of the
accident descriptions, we have compared the physical
parameters reported for each accident to the experi-
mentally known conditions for criticality.

Accident Reconstruction

The geometry and material specifications provided
in accident documentation fall far short of qualifying
as criticality benchmarks as accepted by the interna-
tional criticality safety community.33 The ability to
accurately reconstruct accident configurations is
seriously limited by the lack of reported technical
detail. For example, in the case of accident 21, these
limitations are so severe that a re-construction was not
even attempted. Re-constructions for accidents 1
through 20 and 22 are provided using interpretations of
conditions reported for the accident. The re–construc-
tions are intended to estimate the accident configura-
tion corresponding to the critical state. The estimates
of the parameters necessary for these re-constructions
should not be interpreted as new “facts” to be added
into the documentation of the accidents.

Only primary parameters affecting criticality are
considered in our estimates–fissile species (235U or
239Pu), fissile density, shape of fissile material, and
degree of moderation. Uranium enrichment is also
considered in the case of accidents 9, 15, and 22.
Examples of parameters missing in the accident re-
constructions or ignored as being of secondary
importance include the vessel material, the vessel wall
thickness, the presence of fissile nuclides other than
235U and 239Pu, and the presence of external reflectors
near or in contact with the fissile material. The material
mixtures were modeled as homogeneous metal–water
mixtures, from which the degree of moderation is
implied. This was a known over–simplification for a
few of the accidents (2, 9, 15, and 21) are known to
have had a heterogeneous distribution.

Table 9 presents estimated parameter values for 22
process facility accidents. To the best of our knowl-
edge, these 22 accidents represent a complete listing of
events that unambiguously qualify as process facilities
accidents in the R. F., the U.S., the U.K., and Japan.

Some explanation of the column headings presented
in Table 9 is necessary.

Accident number: The 22 accidents are numbered
in chronological order. Chronological order was
selected in recognition of the parallel historical time
line of technological developments occurring in the
four countries.

Site and Date: Short abbreviations for the country
in which the accident took place are used: R.F., U.S.,
and U.K. for those that occurred in the Russian
Federation, the United States and the United Kingdom,
respectively. The accident date is provided in the
day-month-year format.

Geometry

Vessel Shape: The vessel shape, e.g., cylindrical,
vertical axis. Although this designation is accurate for
most accidents, some accidents are known to have
occurred when the axis of cylindrical symmetry was
neither vertical nor horizontal, but rather tilted at some
angle from the vertical.

Vessel Volume: Vessel volume denotes the total
volume of the vessel.

Fissile Volume: This heading could be more
properly described as fissile material volume. It is an
estimate of the volume occupied by the fissile material
that dominated the neutronic reactivity of the system.
In some cases (accidents 5 and 18), fissile material was
present in low concentration exterior to this volume.
This additional material had a secondary impact on the
system reactivity and was therefore ignored. For those
accidents that occurred or were modeled with a vertical
axis of cylindrical symmetry and the fissile material
was in solution or slurry form, an additional parameter,
h/D, is provided. In those cases the fissile material was
modeled as a right-circular cylinder (lower case h
designates the height of the cylinder and capital D
designates the diameter of the vessel).

Shape Factor: The shape factor was used to convert
actual shape to equivalent spherical shape as a method
to compare these 21 accidents in terms of geometri-
cally equivalent spherical systems.

For the 18 accidents where h/D is specified, the
unreflected curve in Figure 3634 was used to determine
the shape factor. The curve in Figure 36 is based
directly on experimental results minimizing depen-
dence on calculations. For the remaining 3 accidents
(numbers 2, 6, and 20), buckling or other mathemati-
cally simple approximations were used to estimate the
shape factor.

B.  PHYSICAL AND NEUTRONIC CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE PROCESS FACILITY CRITICALITY
ACCIDENTS
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Table 9. Reconstruction of Accident Geometry and Material Configurations

ACCIDENT GEOMETRY MATERIAL Estimated

No. Site and Date Vessel Shape

Vessel
Volume

(  l )

Fissile
Volume

(  l )
Shape
Factor

Fissile Mass
 (kg)

Fissile
Density
(g/  l )

Spherical
Critical Mass

(kg)

1 Mayak (R.F.)
15-03-53

cylindrical
vertical axis

40.0 31.0 1.2
h/D = 0.62

0.81 239Pu 26.1 0.67

2 Mayak (R.F.)
21-04-57

cylindrical
horizontal axis

100.0 30.0 2.8 3.06 235U 102.0 1.09

3 Mayak (R.F.)
02-01-58

cylindrical
vertical axis

442.0 58.4 4.2
h/D = 0.18

22.0 235U 376.7 5.24

4 Y-12 (U.S.)
16-06-58

cylindrical
vertical axis

208.0 56.0 1.4
h/D = 0.42

2.10 235U 37.5 1.50

5 LASL (U.S.)
30-12-58

cylindrical
vertical axis

982.0 160.0 3.5
h/D = 0.20

2.94 239Pu 18.4 0.84

6 ICPP (U.S.)
16-10-59

cylindrical
horizontal axis

18,900.0 800.0 25.0 30.9 235U 38.6 1.24

7 Mayak (R.F.)
05-12-60

cylindrical
vertical axis

40.0 19.0 1.2
h/D = 0.55

0.85 239Pu 44.7 0.71

8 ICPP (U.S.)
25-01-61

cylindrical
vertical axis

461.0 40.0 2.9
h/D = 0.22

7.20 235U 180.0 2.48

9 Tomsk (R.F.)
14-07-61

cylindrical
vertical axis

65.0 42.9 1.3
h/D = 0.47

1.68 235U
H/235U~600

39.2 1.29
(0.9 refl)

10 Hanford (U.S.)
07-04-62

cylindrical
vertical axis

69.0 45.0 1.2
h/D = 0.60

1.29 239Pu 28.7 1.07

11 Mayak (R.F.)
07-09-62

cylindrical
vertical axis

100.0 80.0 1.2
h/D = 1.11

1.26 239Pu 15.8 1.05

12 Tomsk (R.F.)
30-01-63

cylindrical
vertical axis

49.9 35.5 1.1
h/D = 0.62

2.27 235U 63.9 2.06

13 Tomsk (R.F.)
02-12-63

cylindrical
vertical axis

100.0 64.8 1.4
h/D = 0.47

1.93 235U 29.8 1.38

14 Wood River (U.S.)
24-07-64

cylindrical
vertical axis

103.7 41.0 1.2
h/D = 0.54

2.07 235U 50.5 1.72

15 Electrostal (R.F.)
03-11-65

cylindrical
vertical axis

300.0 100.0 1.4
h/D = 0.46

3.65 235U
H/235U ~600

36.5 2.61

(1.6 refl)

16 Mayak (R.F.)
16-12-65

cylindrical
vertical axis

100.0 28.6 1.2
h/D = 0.60

1.98 235U 69.2 1.65

17 Mayak (R.F.)
10-12-68

cylindrical
vertical axis

62.1 28.8 1.1
h/D = 0.70

1.50 239Pu 52.1 1.36

18 Windscale (U.K.)
24-08-70

cylindrical
vertical axis

156.0 40.0 3.0
h/D = 0.22

2.07 239Pu 51.8 0.69

19 ICPP (U.S.)
17-10-78

cylindrical
vertical axis

315.5 315.5 1.4
h/D = 1.75

6.08 235U 19.3 4.34

20 Tomsk (R.F.)
13-12-78

cylindrical
vertical axis

3.2 0.54 1.1 10.1 239Pu 18,700.0 9.18

21 Novosibirsk (R.F.)
15-05-97

parallel tanks 700.0
each tank

* * 17.1 235U * *

22 Tokai-mura (Japan)
30-09-99

cylindrical
vertical axis

100.0 45.0 1.1
h/D = 0.6

3.12 235U
H/235U ~380

69.3 2.9
(1.9 refl)

*System description was not adequate to estimate parameter.
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Material

Fissile Mass: Fissile mass is the mass of either 235U
or 239Pu. Fissile type is designated below the mass
entry. Three uranium accidents, 9, 15, and 22 had
enrichments of 22.6%, 6.5%, and 18.8% by weight,
respectively. For these accidents the fissile mass
column also provides the hydrogen to 235U atom ratio.
For the plutonium eight accidents with the plutonium
was assumed to be 95% 239Pu by weight.

Fissile Density: Fissile density is the quotient of
fissile mass and fissile volume assuming a homoge-
neous mixture.

Estimated Spherical Critical Mass: Entries in this
column represent the spherical critical mass as the
quotient of fissile mass and shape factor. These
estimated masses are used as the measure of consis-
tency or agreement of the accident re-constructions
with established conditions for criticality.  For acci-
dents 9, 15, and 22, the spherical mass was adjusted to
a fully water reflected value.

Discussion

Traditionally, techniques of the type used to
generate the estimates presented in Table 9 have been
referred to as “back–of–the–envelope” calculations.
These calculations are characterized by their math-
ematical simplicity and their results are better de-
scribed as estimates when contrasted to results from
computer calculations. In some cases these estimates
are sufficient and more elaborate computer code
calculations are not necessary. These results are
characterized as estimates in conformity with
Wheeler’s First Moral Principle: “Never make a
calculation until you know the answer. Make an
estimate before every calculation....”36

 Figures 37, 38, and 39 are selected and adapted
from Los Alamos report LA–10860.34 These three
figures include points corresponding to fissile density
(or atom ratio) and the estimated spherical critical
mass for the twenty-one accident re-constructions in
Table 9. Figure 38 includes curves for systems with
uranium enrichment corresponding

Figure  36.  The ratio of cylindrical to spherical critical masses of U(93)O2F2 solutions, unreflected and with water
reflector, as a function of cylinder height to cylinder diameter ratio.
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to 2.0, 3.0, 5.0, 30.3, and 93.0.  Accidents 9, 15, and 22
are superimposed on this figure. Since the curves in
Figure 38 are for water reflected systems, these points
have been adjusted downward since the actual acci-
dents were relatively unreflected.

Additional adjustments to fissile density and
estimated critical spherical mass could be performed.
For example, the effects of nitrate absorption and
organic versus aqueous base composition could be
included in the estimates. Of course, judgment is
required as to whether such adjustments are meaning-
ful and whether carrying out such adjustments would
lead to estimates in closer agreement with the curves
presented in Figures 37, 38, and 39. Such adjustments
cannot be justified. The absence of technical detail
provided in the accident descriptions prevents mean-
ingful refinement of the estimates. This lack of
technical information also precludes any attempt for
meaningful, more detailed, neutronic computer
modeling.

Conclusions

Considering the effects of partial reflection and
inherent uncertainties in the estimates, it is judged that
the position of 18 of the 21 points plotted in Figures 37,
38, and 39 are sufficient for establishing credible
agreement between the reported accident conditions and
known conditions for criticality. The estimates for
accidents 1, 7, and 9 appear to be somewhat questionable
in that more mass than reported in the accident would be
required for criticality under the hypothesized unreflected
accident conditions. However, accidents 1 and 7, would
be in reasonable agreement if the partial reflection
present during the accident were taken into account. It
should be noted that for these two cases, the “missing”
mass is no greater in magnitude than other accident re-
constructions (notably, accidents 12, 14, and 17) in which
the reported mass exceeds the known conditions for
criticality. The discrepancy surrounding accident 9 is also
consistent with the large reported uncertainty in the
amount of mass present. No systematic features are
distinguishable that differentiate the R.F., U.S., U.K., and
Japanese accidents.

Figure 37. Critical masses of homogeneous water moderated U(93.2) spheres. Solution data appear unless indicated
otherwise. The accidents are shown by numbered circles.
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Figure 38.  Critical masses of water-reflected spheres of hydrogen-moderated U(93), U(30.3), U(5.00), U(3.00), and
U(2.00). The accidents are shown by numbered circles.

Fission Yields

Table 10 lists the estimated fission energy releases
for the 22 accidents. An attempt has been made to
categorize the spike yield in this edition in a manner
consistent with the prior two editions of this report and
definitions in the appendix. These definitions are
repeated here for convenience.

spike (in a prompt power excursion): The initial
power pulse of a prompt power excursion, limited by
the shutdown mechanism. See excursion, prompt
power.

excursion, prompt power: A nuclear excursion as
the result of a prompt critical configuration of fissile
material. In general, a sharp power spike followed by a
plateau that may be interrupted by smaller spikes.

From solution excursion experimental data, such as
many of the CRAC4 and SILENE3 experiments, it is
apparent that there is a smooth transition from excur-
sions in which the maximum reactivity did not reach
prompt critical to those in which it slightly exceeded
prompt critical. There is no significant distinction

between the power histories of two excursions, one
having a maximum reactivity of $0.90 and the other
having a maximum reactivity of $1.10. They both
exhibit an initial spike followed by less energetic,
recurring spikes at approximately 10 to 20 second
intervals, eventually leading to a quasi–plateau. Only
when the maximum reactivity attained is about $0.50
or less is the traditional spike not present.

Another result of the CRAC4 and SILENE3 experi-
ments that can be compared to the accident yields
listed in Table 10 is the specific yield of the first
excursion, the spike. For experiments with a maximum
reactivity of about $0.50 or more, the specific yield of
the spike was always about 1.0 × 1015 fissions per liter
except for very fast excursions, those that achieved
inverse periods much greater than 100 s–1. For these
very fast excursions, specific yields up to several times
1015 fissions per liter were measured. The accidents for
which a spike yield is given in Table 10 are consistent
with the specific yields of the CRAC4 and SILENE3

data in that none exceeded a few times 1015 fissions
per liter. However, there are three reported spike yields
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Figure 39.  Critcial masses of homogeneous water moderated plutonium spheres. The points suggesting an
intermediate curve apply to water reflected Pu(No3)4 solution with 1 N HNO3 and 3.1% 240Pu content. The accidents
are shown by numbered circles.

(Accidents 4, 6, and 8) that fall significantly below
1015 fissions per liter. This indicates either a slow
excursion, in which there is not a spike in the classic
sense, or simply a yield estimation that was incorrect.
There being no compelling evidence for either case,
these table entries have been left as they were reported
in the prior editions.

About half of the accidents listed in Table 10
indicate that there was no spike yield. This should be
interpreted as indicating a slow excursion, i.e., one

with a time duration of minutes or longer between
power peaks. This definition of slow is consistent with
an inverse period of 10 ms–1 or less. Note that
accident 20 was a metal system. While there are no
plutonium metal experiments to provide a basis for
comparison, the two Los Alamos critical experiment
accidents with plutonium metal (1945 and 1946)
exhibit similar specific spike yields.
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Table 10. Accident Fission Energy Releases

No. Site and Date
First Spike Yield

(1017 fiss)
Fissile Volume

(  l )
Specific Spike Yield

(1015 fiss/  l )
Total Yield
(1017 fiss)

1 Mayak (R.F.)
15-03-53

unknown 31.0 unknown ~2.0

2 Mayak (R.F.)
21-04-57

unknown 30.0 unknown ~1.0

3 Mayak (R.F.)
02-01-58

~2.0 58.4 3.4 ~2.0

4 Y-12 (U.S.)
16-06-58

~0.1 56.0 0.2 13.0

5 LASL (U.S.)
30-12-58

1.5 160.0 0.94 1.5

6 ICPP (U.S.)
16-10-59

~1.0 800.0 ~0.1 400.0

7 Mayak (R.F.)
05-12-60

unknown 19.0 unknown ~2.5

8 ICPP (U.S.)
25-01-61

~0.6 40.0 1.5 6.0

9 Tomsk (R.F.)
14-07-61

none 42.9 none 0.12

10 Hanford (U.S.)
07-04-62

~0.1 45.0 0.2 8.0

11 Mayak (R.F.)
07-09-62

none 80.0 none ~2.0

12 Tomsk (R.F.)
30-01-63

unknown 35.5 unknown 7.9

13 Tomsk (R.F.)
02-12-63

none 64.8 none 0.16

14 Wood River (U.S.)
24-07-64

~1.0 41.0 2.4 ~1.3

15 Electrostal (R.F.)
03-11-65

none 100.0 none ~0.08

16 Mayak (R.F.)
16-12-65

none 28.6 none ~5.5

17 Mayak (R.F.)
10-12-68

0.3 28.8 1.0 ~1.3

18 Windscale (R.F.)
24-08-70

none 40.0 none 0.01

19 ICPP (U.S.)
17-10-78

unknown 315.5 unknown 27.0

20 Tomsk (R.F.)
13-12-78

0.03 0.54 5.6 0.03

21 Novosibirsk (R.F.)
15-05-97

none * none 0.055

22 Tokai–mura (Japan)
30-09-99

~0.5 45.0 1.1 25

* System description was not adequate to estimate parameter.
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There have now been 22 reported accidents in fissile
material process operations. Significant, and often
painful, lessons have been learned from these acci-
dents. These lessons are associated with the following
design, managerial, and operational attributes: commu-
nications; procedures; fissile material accountability
and accumulation; vessel geometry and volume;
operator knowledge; new restarted, and one–of–a–kind
operations; equipment malfunction; and unanticipated
movement of solutions. This review has also revealed
the actual magnitude and breadth of accident conse-
quences and the value of criticality alarms. While not
always readily apparent or emphasized during accident
investigations, other significant factors that influence
accident risks are: (1) senior management awareness
and involvement in safety in general and criticality
safety in specific; (2) regulatory agency personnel
awareness and involvement; and (3) national and
international consensus standards and regulations that
are both corporate and governmental.

It is important to note that there have been no
accidents that were caused by a single failure. That is,
there were always multiple causes for each of the 22
accidents. It is also noteworthy that equipment failure
or malfunction was either a minor or a non-contribut-
ing factor in all of the accidents.

That lessons have been learned from past criticality
accidents is made clear from their time histogram,
Figure 1. For about the first decade of operations with
significant* quantities of fissile materials, there was not
a reported accident. This was likely associated with the
relatively small scale of individual operations and the
relatively small amounts of fissile material (almost
exclusively plutonium and enriched uranium) that was
available.

However, between the late 1950s and the middle
1960s there was about one accident per year in both
the R.F. and the U.S. During this time there was a very
large increase in the production of fissile material and
in the scale of operations at the process sites. Since the
middle 1960s, the frequency of accidents dropped by a
factor of about 10, to approximately 1 per 10 years.
This drop can be attributed to several factors. First
there were significant lessons learned from the earlier
accidents such as the need to avoid unfavorable
geometry vessels. Secondly, there was a significant
increase in management attention to criticality safety,
particularly the presence of staff devoted specifically to
controlling this hazard. These accidents also prompted

those with criticality and operational responsibilities to
begin to document critical mass data and operational
good practices. The first compilations of data began
appearing in the late fifties, and the first national
standards in the mid-sixties.

From a review of all the process accidents, we can
summarize the findings into two categories: observa-
tions and lessons learned. The former are simply facts
observed at the time; while the latter are conclusions
that can be used to provide safety guidance to enhance
future operations. Both categories are discussed in the
following sections.

Observations

The following are factual observations from the
22 reported process accidents with some elaboration as
they may apply to the lessons learned.

• The accident frequency rose from zero in the first
decade of operations with significant quantities of
fissile material to a high of about one per year in
both the R.F. and the U.S. during the years around
1960. The frequency then dropped noticeably to
about one per ten years and has seemingly remained
there. It has been suggested that in the second de-
cade there was a significant increase in both the
production of fissile materials and in the scale of
operations at process sites, without commensurate
attention to criticality safety. Certainly lessons
learned from these earlier accidents contributed to
the later improved record.

• No accident occurred with fissile material while in
storage. This should not be surprising considering
the relative simplicity of this operation and the ease
of controlling criticality.

• No accident occurred with fissile material while
being transported. This should not be surprising
given both national and international transport regu-
lations. These regulations specify defense in depth
in criticality safety that goes far beyond what would
be practical and cost–effective for plant operations.

• No accident resulted in significant radiation conse-
quences beyond the facility site, either to people or
to the environment. This reinforces a commonly
held contention that criticality accidents are similar
to small, bench–top scale, chemical explosions in
their personnel and environmental consequences,
i.e., they are worker safety issues.

*The term “significant” as used here refers to having sufficient fissile material to sustain a chain reaction.  The actual quantity of
material being processed during the first decade was much less than during subsequent decades.

C. OBSERVATIONS AND LESSONS LEARNED FROM PROCESS CRITICALITY ACCIDENTS
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• Accidents in shielded facilities did not result in
radiation doses in excess of current occupational
limits or in excess of guidance found in governmen-
tal regulations and in national and international
standards. In light of this, the appropriateness of
emergency evacuation procedures for shielded
facilities should be reevaluated.

• No accidents were solely attributed to equipment
failure.

• No accidents were attributed to faulty calculations
by the criticality analyst.

• Many of the accidents occurred during non-routine
operations. However, the number of accidents is too
small to draw any strong conclusions.

• Administrative considerations, rather than the sever-
ity of the accident, seemed to have determined the
length of facility downtime following an accident.

• No new physical phenomena were observed. All of
the accidents can be explained by the current
knowledge base.

Lessons Learned

First and perhaps foremost, the human element was
not only present but the dominant cause in all of the
accidents, as will be discussed in several of the lessons.
Second, and not often apparent, there was an element
of supervisory, upper–management, and regulatory
agency responsibility in all of the accidents. Third, and
this follows naturally from the first two, there were
multiple causes for every accident. From these 22
accidents the following lessons have criticality safety
significance.

In what follows there is not simply a statement of
the “lesson”, but supporting elaboration. These
supporting words were drawn from extensive discus-
sions among the authors and are offered to assist
operating and criticality staff in a fuller understanding
of the lesson.

Lessons of Operational Importance

• Unfavorable geometry vessels should be avoided
in areas where high–concentration solutions
might be present. If unavoidable, they should be
subjected to strict controls or poisoned as appropri-
ate to the situation. All but one of the accidents
involved fissile material in solutions or slurries
(quasi–solutions, but likely heterogeneous and of
high concentration). From this, one realizes imme-
diately the importance of favorable geometry (lim-
ited dimension), solution handling vessels. When it
is judged to be necessary to rely on concentration
control associated with the application of large, un-
poisoned process vessels, then multiple checks on
incoming concentration and redundant monitoring
for fissile material accumulation are appropriate,

particularly in unshielded operations. In addition,
one must not be lulled into complacency because of
the near–exclusive use of favorable geometry ves-
sels. This only reduces accident likelihoods,  it does
not eliminate them. Given sufficient interaction,
multiple favorable geometry vessels can always be
made critical. Also, failures of favorable geometry
vessels can result in accidents. The accident at
Novosibirsk in 1997, is perhaps an example of a
combination of complacency and vessel failure.

• Important instructions, information, and proce-
dural changes should always be in writing. Fail-
ure of communications between operating person-
nel was a major contributing factor in several
accidents. This failure manifested itself in multiple
ways. In one accident involving shift work, proce-
dures for the recovery from a process upset were
not documented and not passed on to everyone on a
subsequent shift; a fatality resulted. Operations
should be performed only in accordance with well
written, approved, and understood (by the users)
procedures, including operating instructions and
postings. Two accidents were directly attributable to
miscommunication of sample concentrations during
telephone transmission of analytical laboratory
results. Important data should always be transferred
in writing. A fourth accident occurred when impro-
vised operations were underway and oral instruc-
tions were misunderstood and unintended actions
taken.

• The processes should be familiar and well under-
stood so that abnormal conditions can be recog-
nized. Several accidents were associated with in-
complete understanding of abnormal conditions.
Had these abnormal conditions been recognized,
then controls could have been put in place to pre-
vent the accidents. While these accidents generally
occurred in the era before management assigned
specialists to assist operating personnel in criticality
accident control, the lesson will always be appli-
cable.

• Criticality control should be part of an inte-
grated program that includes fissile material
accountability. All piping and equipment associ-
ated with fissile material operations should be ap-
propriately monitored to prevent undesired fissile
material accumulations. Loss of or inadequate ac-
countability for fissile materials has been associated
with several accidents. Sometimes this accountabil-
ity seemed almost unavoidable when the loss was
so gradual that the accountability controls available
at the time were not capable of detecting the loss.
However, had there been monitoring of piping and
vessels through which fissile material routinely
passed, or could have credibly passed, then inad-
vertent accumulations could have been detected.
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Monitoring could take the form of visual inspec-
tions, physical cleanings, radiation emission mea-
surements, etc. Criticality control and fissile mate-
rial accountability are important issues and often
mutually supportive.

• Operations personnel should know how to re-
spond to foreseeable equipment malfunctions or
their own errors. Hasty and inappropriate re-
sponses to process malfunctions have led to more
than one accident. This underscores several issues:
first, the need for operator understanding of the
concept of criticality and of the importance of the
particular criticality controls for the process at
hand; second, the importance of care and thorough-
ness in determining credible abnormal conditions
for analysis; and third, the importance of having
considered responses to unplanned conditions.

• Operations personnel should be trained in the
importance of not taking unapproved actions
after an initial evacuation. Reentry, except per-
haps in lifesaving situations, should be undertaken
only after the accident evolution has been techni-
cally evaluated, thoroughly understood, and
planned actions have been approved. During one
accident, unapproved reentry into the accident site
and without adequate understanding of the critical-
ity hazard, followed by impulsive actions, led to a
loss of life. In a second accident, significant expo-
sures occurred from an ineffective and ill consid-
ered reentry and only chance prevented a fatality.

• Readouts of radiation levels in areas where acci-
dents may occur should be considered. Knowl-
edge of radiation levels in evacuated areas has
proved valuable in planning recovery actions. Many
of the accidents involved power histories that ex-
tended from minutes to many hours. In two cases,
the accident termination process involved hands on
intervention at times of expected minimal expo-
sures. The successes of these interventions were
based on detailed knowledge and understanding of
the excursion history and its expected behavior.

• Operations involving both organic and aqueous
solutions require extra diligence in understand-
ing possible upset conditions if mixing of the
phases is credible. Obscure process conditions and
unplanned chemistry have led to at least four acci-
dents.

• Operations personnel should be made aware of
criticality hazards and be empowered to imple-
ment a stop work policy. This awareness should
come from a mix of formal and informal training.
These include classroom, on–the–job from immedi-
ate supervision, and discussions with criticality

staff. Lack of understanding of criticality hazards
has contributed to several accidents and to exacer-
bated consequences.

• Operating personnel should be trained to under-
stand the basis for and to adhere to the require-
ment for always following procedures. Lack of
adherence to available procedures, either inadvert-
ently or knowingly, has been a major contributor to
several accidents.

• Hardware that is important to criticality control
but whose failure or malfunction would not nec-
essarily be apparent to operations personnel,
should be used with caution. Operational over-
sights such as failure to actuate valves per require-
ments have led to accidents. Duplicate hardware
controls, strict procedural controls with multiple
checks on operator actions, and diligent mainte-
nance may be appropriate.

• Criticality alarms and adherence to emergency
procedures have saved lives and reduced expo-
sures. Most of the 22 accidents involved excursions
that were not terminated after a single burst. Prompt
detection and immediate evacuation of personnel
within several meters of the accident have been
significant in saving lives and limiting exposures.

Lessons of Supervisory, Managerial, and
Regulatory Importance

• Process supervisors should ensure that the op-
erators under their supervision are knowledge-
able and capable. Several accidents could have
been avoided or the consequences lessened had
supervisors been more aware of the routine actions
of operators in performing their tasks. It is one
thing to have written procedures that are intended to
be followed in order to provide for safe operations.
It is another that these procedures are understood
and being followed as intended. Supervisors might
ask themselves periodically, “When was the last
time I saw the job being performed properly?”

• Equipment should be designed and configured
with ease of operation as a key goal. More than
one accident, including the accident in Japan might
have been avoided if operators had been provided
user-friendly equipment.

• Policies and regulations should encourage self–
reporting of process upsets and to err on the side
of learning more, not punishing more. At least
one accident and attendant fatality were caused by a
supervisor’s excessive concern for bringing a pro-
cess back within required limits before it was dis-
covered by management. Improvised operations
were performed without accompanying awareness
of the criticality hazards.
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• Senior management should be aware of the haz-
ard of accidental criticality and its consequences.
Difficult cost-risk-benefit decisions must be made
by upper management. There will always be issues
of production quotas and timetables, which man-
agement must balance against acceptable levels of
risk acceptance. Most of the accidents occurred
during the peak years of the Cold War, when high
production levels were perceived to be of utmost
importance. Nevertheless, senior management ap-
parently learned from these accidents and allocated
resources for criticality control. The three major
expenditures were for criticality specialists dedi-
cated to the support of process operations, favorable
geometry and poisoned vessels, in spite of their cost
and production drawbacks, and the generation of
additional critical mass data. It should be noted that
before the first criticality accident in the R.F.,
nearly all process vessels were of unfavorable ge-
ometry in order to maximize production; by 1968
more than 95% of them had been replaced with
favorable geometry vessels.

• Regulations should exist which promote safe and
efficient operations. Those who worked in the
critical experiment facilities were directly aware of
the risks associated with criticality accidents. Some
of these people also recognized the need for formal
safety guidance to be made available to those who
operated process facilities. Accordingly, they, to-
gether with process experts, spontaneously set out
to develop and document criticality safety guidance
for process operations. In the U.S., technical guid-
ance and administrative good practices were codi-
fied in a series of documents entitled Nuclear Safety
Guide, beginning with the 1957 edition.36 Many of
these same people then became involved in the
development of American national standards and
then international standards. Similar actions devel-
oped in parallel in other countries, both those that
had experienced criticality accidents and those that
had managed to work with fissile materials without
accidents. The marked decrease in the accident rate
by the late 1960s was probably due to a combina-

tion of adherence to these newly codified regula-
tions and guidance and upper management attention
to this new hazard.

• Regulators, like process supervisors, should
ensure that those they regulate are knowledge-
able and capable. While the responsibility for
accident prevention must rest first and foremost
with those directly in charge of the work, regulatory
authorities have a distinct role to play. Similar to the
process supervisor, the regulator should also ask
questions such as: “When was the last time that I
saw the job being performed properly?”  and
“When was the last time I talked to the process
supervisors and became assured that they under-
stood the operations under their control and exhib-
ited a safety conscious behavior and attitude?” At
the time of the Wood River Junction accident,
131 days after plant startup, there still had not been
a visit by the regulatory authorities. At the time of
the 1997 accident, regulatory authorities were not
aware of changed criticality limits of the operation
even though the change had been made 13 years
before.

Conclusions

Criticality accident risks will not vanish as long as
significant quantities of fissile materials exist. How-
ever, sufficient knowledge has been gained from
planned experiments and from accidents to provide a
high degree of confidence that, with appropriate
support from senior management, reasonable diligence
on the part of criticality staff and operating personnel,
and continued adherence to codified fundamental
safety principles and guidance, accident likelihoods
can be maintained at the current low level or possibly
be reduced even further. This will require continued
education of future personnel at all levels—regulatory,
upper management, supervisory, criticality staff, and
operations—on the lessons of the past so that similar
accidents will not be repeated.

The following statement, while woven throughout
the preceding text is considered worthy of being
repeated: All accidents have been dominated by
design, managerial, and operational failures. The
focus for accident prevention should be on these
issues.
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